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RIGHTS TO GROUND WATER
I. SCOPE OF THIS ARTICLE
Water is a substance essential to survival, but its natural geographic
distribution is rarely ideal enough to provide every potential user with
sufficient, suitable water at the desired time and location needed. Thus,
conflicts in the priority of rights between users abound.1 Various legal
rules have arisen to balance these competing interests, modified to fit the
physical characteristics of the water and the abundance or scarcity of the
water in a particular jurisdiction. For example, legal rules for water
flowing in watercourses may be different from the rules applied to
diffuse water percolating through the ground towards the surface, and
legal rules applied in the arid state of Texas will differ from those
applied in the water-abundant state of Wisconsin. Moreover, as needs
and uses change over time, the manner in which a court may see fit to
balance property rights in water will likewise adjust.
At present, to determine what legal rules should be applicable to
water in a given case it is necessary to work through a three-stage pro-
cess:
Step 1: Classification of the type of water one is speaking of,
based on its physical characteristics;
Step 2: Determination of the legal doctrines historically
applied to that type of water in the given jurisdiction; and
Step 3: Consideration of the local conditions (competing users
and uses, location, hydrogeologic characteristics of the aqui-
fers) and other mitigating factors (environmental and econom-
ic impacts, and ethics) to determine whether any adjustment or
qualification of these historical legal rights is recommended.
Using the above three steps, this article examines the potential
allocation and reallocation issues which may arise with respect to diffuse
underground water in North Dakota, in the context of the current legal
system. First, the article attempts to delineate what is meant in North
1. In fact, the Code of Hammurabi, being the oldest code of laws known to man (4000 years old)
contains detailed provisions relating to irrigation and control of water use. Hammurabi was the King
of Babylonia from 2285 B.C. to 2242 B.C., but it is thought probable that his Code's provisions were
settled long before Hammurabi's empire was created. THOMAS A. GARRITY, JR. & ELMER T.
NITZSCHKE, Jr., STATE BUREAU OF MINES AND MINERAL RESOURCES & NEW MEXICO INSTITUTE OF MINING
AND TacHNOLOGY, WATER LAW ATLAS, 32 (1967) [hereinafter GARRITY & NITZSCHKE]. Water disputes
are even recorded in the Bible. See Ray Davis, Water, Water Everywhere: Two New Model Water
Cases, PROB & PROP., SeptiOct. 1995, at 8 (citing Genesis 26:18-23, 26-32) (discussing Abraham's
well permit and a later dispute between Abraham's son, Isaac, and competing shepherds over water
for their flocks).
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Dakota by the term "diffuse underground water," both physically and
by legal definition. The article next explains the legal rules which have
evolved to deal with conflicts among users of ground water, and identi-
fies these rules applied in North Dakota. The article then comments on
some of the volumetric, economic, and environmental considerations
which must necessarily be investigated when determining the appropriate
legal means of balancing the interests of competing users. Probable
future developments and ethics in ground water rights are discussed in
the final portion of the article.
It should be noted that environmental protection of ground water
through regulatory agencies and legislation, although integral to proper
ground water management, is somewhat distinct from the issue of legal
rights in, and to, ground water, although the two are not entirely sever-
able. This article focuses primarily on the latter-the balancing of rights
to ground water based on legal rules of property ownership and use
currently in place in North Dakota. Environmental impact is discussed
as a practical consideration in the development of useful legal rights to
water.
II. GROUND WATER IN NORTH DAKOTA
All water has traditionally been classified at law as a type of "real
property." Although private property rights have historically attached
to real property, it is more difficult to apply private ownership rights to
water, or to conceptualize that water is capable of being fully owned in
situ (i.e., in place) because, unlike land, water is a fugacious, or moving,
resource which does not remain within property lines. Thus, in many
states, including North Dakota, the right to use water -a usufructuary
right-is the private property right held by an "owner" of water.
Some states do recognize that it is theoretically possible to "own"
underground water while it is in place. 2 Even in these jurisdictions, this
"absolute ownership" 3 is always caveated by the fact that ownership of
any given molecule of water can exist only so long as that molecule
remains present within the fixed boundary lines of the landowner.
Full ownership of real property normally implies exclusive rights to
possess, use, take benefits from, alienate (transfer by conveyance, devise
or by descent), and destroy. These rights are premised on unlimited
supplies of the thing owned, and imply that water is a renewable resource
2. See Friendswood Dev. Co. v. Smith-Southwest Indus., 576 S.W.2d 21, 22 (Tex. 1978)
(determining that a landowner had the right to withdraw water from wells on the property).
3. The absolute ownership rule used by this author in this context refers to that ownership where
landowners may freely withdraw water from aquifers without regard to any effects such withdrawal
may have on neighboring landowners.
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which remains undepleted by use. However, water is not, as once
thought, renewable. For example, the commonly understood "water
cycle" envisioned surface water evaporating into the atmosphere, then
cooling and falling as precipitation into oceans, rivers and lakes, sinking
down into the soil, collecting in underground aquifers, percolating
upwards either diffusely or by means of underground watercourses, and
becoming surface water once again, ready for evaporation and a repeti-
tion of the cycle. However, this simplistic model presumed that equal
volumes of water always move through each stage at equal rates, and that
materials mixed with water were always able to naturally precipitate out
somewhere in the cycle, leaving pure water cycling through the system.
In fact, varying rates of natural flow, natural contamination by salt and
other substances, and the ability for human activities to upset the volume
balances in each stage, create the potential of lasting and pervasive
contamination and permanent damage to the natural system. Too rapid
an extraction or too great a mixing of deleterious material at any stage in
the cycle can remove usable water from the cycle.
In addition to its moveable nature, the difficulty in visually observ-
ing the rate and manner in which water underneath the ground's surface
moves makes water a unique resource. When physical consequences are
hard to detect, it is more difficult to create and apply legal rules with
consistency and fairness. All of the foregoing factors present challenges
to those seeking to manage competing ground water uses through the
strict application of legal principles.
A. DIFFICULTIES IN CLASSIFICATION OF WATER AS GROUND WATER
Underground water is not easily defined in the first instance by its
physical characteristics, which are not visible nor ascertainable with
absolute certainty. Moreover, the physical character of underground
water is changeable. In spite of its illusive character, the various legal
doctrines conferring water rights to users are based on the artificial
compartmentalization of underground water as "stream" and "perco-
lating" water, and sometimes as "artesian" water. 4 Underground water
can flow in a defined channel underlying and contributing to a flowing
surface or underground stream. In this case, riparian rights rules will
normally be applied, although these rules were originally developed for
4. In this article "artesian waters" refers to those waters moving vertically upward in some
channel. Another author has defined artesian water as water above a contained aquifer, and "flowing
artesian wells" as those wells which have water levels above the surface. JOE S. DOWNEY, DEP'T OF
INTERIOR, GEOHYDROLOGY OF BEDROCK AQUIFERS IN THE NORTHERN GREAT PLAINS IN PARTS OF MONTANA,
NORTH DAKOTA, SouTr DAKOTA, AND WYOMING E82 (U.S. Geological Survey Prof. Paper No. 1402-E
1986).
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surface water flowing in defined channels. 5 However, riparian rights are
not normally applied to underground water existing in a "diffuse" state,
percolating at varying rates through the ground and up towards the
surface. 6 Instead, prior appropriation rules, or absolute ownership rules
(such ownership being qualified by the reasonable use doctrine 7 or
correlative rights rules), 8 or a combination of prior appropriation and
absolute ownership rules, is used to confer rights to "percolating"
ground water. In some states, artesian waters, although they fall within
the technical definition of percolating ground water, are governed by
separate legal principles from those used for non-artesian percolating
ground water.
Classifying water becomes particularly problematic when its physi-
cal state is in transition. For example, water may diffuse from an under-
ground watercourse (referred to in hydrogeologic terms as a "losing
stream"), or water may flow into or becoming a defined underground
watercourse (referred to as a "gaining stream"). Thus, at some points
during this transition of states it will be altogether impossible to physical-
ly determine whether the water is diffuse or channeled. Furthermore, the
changeable nature of water means that different legal consequences can
be created from the extraction of the same water at different points along
its migration through the subsoil. Aside from a physical characteriza-
tion, ground water may be legally categorized as either percolating or
underground stream water by statutory definition or court interpretation.
Legal presumptions have also developed to assist in the classification of
this water, since its exact state and location is impossible to observe
beneath the land surface. For example, it is a rebuttable legal presump-
tion that all underground water is percolating, unless otherwise proved
by surface geology, plant growth, soil composition or otherwise as
existing in a defined channel. 9 However, it is a further legal presumption
5. GARRITY & NITZSCHKE, supra note 1. at 14. Riparian rights rules are an invention of the
English legal system and, therefore, reported cases and commentators sometimes refer to jurisdictions
applying riparian rules as employing the "common law" system. Id.
6. id. Likewise, riparian rights rules are not used for non-stream surface waters, such as springs
and seepage. See id. (stating that underground water is generally presumed to be percolating).
7. JAN G. LAITOS, NATURAL RESOURCES LAW-CASES AND MATERIALS 581-83 (1985). The
"reasonable use" doctrine provides that the owner of overlying land may make any beneficial use of
water on the landfrom which the water is taken without restrictions as to the type and amount of use.
Id. at 582.
8. Id. at 582-83. "Correlative rights" is a doctrine whereby each overlying landowner is entitled
to only its fair and just proportion of a water supply where that supply is insufficient to meet the
reasonable needs of all such landowners. Satisfying the needs of all landowners is accomplished by
each owner ratably reducing the volume of water that each use. Id. Correlative rights may be applied
as a qualification to rights granted under either the "reasonable use" doctrine or the "absolute
ownership" doctrine. Id.
9. For a review of the U.S. cases in which the rule is further defined and expanded, see 3
WATERS AND WATER RIGHTS § 20.07(a)(l)-(4), at 82 n.121, 91-92 (Robert E. Beck, ed., 1991) (citing
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that all ground water is tributary to surface streams, unless proved
otherwise, and thus, the appropriator of a stream might be able to claim
the ground water as incidental rights to the stream's tributary and
sources. I0
The foregoing should serve as a warning to water law practitioners
that any classification of water for the purpose of determining what legal
rules apply will necessarily be somewhat artificial and legalistic in nature.
Having thus noted the imprecise nature of any definition, the reader
should further note that the legal rights to ground water described in this
article will be confined to those which can somehow be both technically
and legally characterized as diffuse or percolating underground water-
what this article will refer to throughout as ground water.
B. A BASIC OVERVIEW OF NORTH DAKOTA HYDROGEOLOGY
To determine what might constitute proper development of a
ground water supply, one must consider its use and conservation. Thus,
a basic knowledge of the regional hydrologic system is essential., I
North Dakota is part of the region classified by the United States
Geological Survey ("USGS") as the northern "Great Plains" region.12
Underlying this region are layers of Paleozoic and Mesozoic age rock,13
whose deposition creates at least five artesian aquifers. Each of these
deep aquifers is a subterranean layer of water-laden rock of high perme-
ability and porosity.14 The aquifers are recharged' 5 in the uplifted areas
to the West: the Black Hills of South Dakota, and the Bighorn, Laramie,
Harville and Big Snowy mountains of Wyoming and Montana. They
discharge' 6 at the ground's surface more than 600 miles away in the Red
River Valley area of northeastern North Dakota and southern Manitoba,
Canada. Thus, the direction of the flow of these aquifers is generally
east to northeast, with some northward and southward deflection in the
Dudden v. The Guardians of the Poor of Clutton Union, 156 Eng. Rep. 1353 (Ex. 1857) for the general
rule that all underground water is legally presumed to be percolating) [hereinafter Beck].
10. See Beck, supra note 10, §20.07(a)(5), at 96-97 (discussing the groundwater presumption as
defined by S. Wiel in the early 1900s).
11. See generally DOWNEY, supra note 4, at El-E3 (providing useful geographical background
information).
12. Id. at El. This region includes northwestern Wyoming, eastern Montana, North Dakota, and
South Dakota. Id. at E2.
13. This rock was formed in the Mississippian Era of geologic time. See generally id. at EI-E3.
14. In this article, "permeability" refers to the amount of connectedness of the pore spaces
occurring between rock particles, and "porosity" refers to the size of the pore spaces between rock
particles.
15. 3 Beck, supra note 10, §18.03, at 8-10. In this article, "recharge" refers to the replenishing
of an aquifer at source. Eg.
16. In this article, "discharge" refers to the dissipation of the aquifer at the ground's surface
once the water has, by natural migration, arrived there. See also DOWNEY, supra note 4, at E69-70
(discussing discharge in the Great Plains region).
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Williston Basin area due to brine, 17 geologic structures, decreased perme-
ability, and halite beds.I8
Fracturing in, and the composition of, the underlying rock of the
Great Plains region creates subsurface structures which either form
conduits or barriers to ground water flow. Fractures can either open or
block off a means for water to move vertically upwards to the surface;
likewise, they may permit or prohibit communication horizontally
between aquifers.19 In locations where beds of impermeable rock are
thin or absent, water leakage between aquifers increases. Intra-aquifer
leakage can have significant impact on water quality-particularly where
aquifers contact brine water. Thus, although there are at least five
identified aquifers, these should not be visualized as distinct water tables.
Water in one aquifer that differs in quality and composition from
another aquifer in some cases merges in a transition or "blend zone,"
where it is impossible to clearly delineate to which aquifer the water
belongs. In general, water within all of the aquifers underlying the Great
Plains region commingles as it moves northeastward across North Dakota
and upwards to the surface.
As commingling and vertical percolating occurs, the water becomes
more salty. In North Dakota, the water is particularly compromised with
brine in the Missouri River area. As a result, water quality is better in the
western part of North Dakota. In the northeastern area of North Dakota,
ground water approaching the surface is quite high in salt content.
Although they are vast in terms of geographic area and volume, the
flow of percolating ground water is not facilitated by an unobstructed
channel. Thus, the rate of movement of the water in the deep aquifers
underlying North Dakota is very slow-generally at a rate of less than
two feet per year on average.20
17. DOWNEY, supra note 4, at El. "Brine" refers to salt water generally, although in the Williston
Basin area ground water has a heavier salt content than in other parts of North Dakota. Id. at E70.
18. Id. at E-I.
19. In this article, "communication" is used as a geological term, referring to the interconnection
of aquifers which permit the movement of water between them. See also 3 Beck, supra note 10, §
18.02, at 8-9 (referring to water exchanges between surface and aquifers or aquifers and aquifers as
communication).
20. DOWNEY, supra note 6, at E72. This should not be confused with a second foot, which is a
rate of flow measurement, equaling the quantity of water flowing at a velocity of one foot per second
through a square flume one foot wide and one foot deep-or roughly equivalent to 448.5 gallons per
minute. JoSEPH L. SAX, CASES ANDCOMMENTARY 5-6 (1965). This should also not be confused with an
acre foot, which is a volume of water equal to the amount of water required to cover one acre of land
to a depth of one foot, or 43,560 cubic feet. Id. at 6. The "two feet" referred to in the article is the
distance traveled by a migrating water molecule over the period of one year. DOWNEY, supra note 10,
at E72.
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II. LEGAL RIGHTS TO GROUND WATER IN NORTH DAKOTA
A. GROUND WATER RIGHTS DOCTRINES
All water law systems are built to greater or lesser degrees on four
legal doctrines: the principles of res communes or res publicae, abso-
lute ownership, riparian rights, and the appropriation doctrine. 21 The
concept of Res communes originated in Roman law, and is sometimes
referred to as negative community.22 It is the principle that certain things
of nature, including water, are natural resources of the community to
which no private property rights might attach. 23 Some states have
constitutional provisions relating to water, which declare water to be for
common or public use and subject to state regulation. 24 In these juris-
dictions, ground water is still res communes. Other state constitutions,
like that of North Dakota, declare water to belong to the state itself, and
in these jurisdictions, water is considered res publicae, the rights to which
are vested in the state. 25 The distinction between res publicae and res
communes is now primarily of historical interest, particularly since the
principles are easily confused by legislators. 26 The principles were both
drastically abrogated to accommodate development and industry, but
their remnants can still be seen in such things as public navigation
easements or the application of the public use doctrine to navigable
waters and public fishing rights.27
The absolute ownership doctrine, followed closely by the appropria-
tion doctrine, effectively abolished the res communes doctrine in the
United States by the mid-1800s. An acceptance of private ownership of
water is inherent in both of these later doctrines. Under the absolute
ownership doctrine, a fee simple owner of land is deemed the owner of
water in situ beneath and within the land, with unlimited and unqualified
21. See GARRITY & NITZSCHKE, supra note 1, at 4,6, 10 (discussing various water law doctrines).
22. Don Negaard, Note, The Public Trust Doctrine in North Dakota, 54 N.D. L. REV. 565,566-67
(1978).
23. Id.
24. See, e.g., ALA. CONST. art. VIII, § 3; CM.CONST. art. X, § 2; MONT.CONST. art. IX, § 3;
UTAH CONST. art. XVII, § i; WASH. CONST. art. XXI, § 1.
25. N.D. CONST. of 1899, art. XVII, § 210. "All flowing streams and natural water courses shall
forever remain the property of the State for mining, irrigating and manufacturing purposes." Id.
Note, however, that the strict wording of this provision would not make it applicable to percolating or
diffuse ground or surface water.
26. Sometimes the principles co-exist: one may be used in a state's legislation, while the other is
simultaneously used in a state's constitutional provisions. Such is the case in North Dakota. Compare
N.D. CONST. art. XI, § 3 (making stream waters res publicae and vested in the state) with N.D. CENT.
CODE §§ 61-01-01-27 (Supp. 1995) (providing that water is res communes and vested in the public).
27. See N.D. CENT. CODE §§ 20.1-02-26, 61-01-01 (1991 & Supp. 1995). For a brief discussion
of the public trust doctrine, see infra part V.C.2.. For a more detailed discussion of the doctrine in
North Dakota, see Negaard, supra note 22.
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rights to withdraw such water for any purpose. This doctrine was based
on the ad coleum principle,2 8 which holds that the owner of a fee simple
estate in land owns everything above, within, and below the surface of
such land. The correlative rights doctrine accepts that water may be
owned in situ, but limits land owners to their "fair and just proportion"
of the total ground water supply.29 In the absence of further evidence,
calculation of one's "reasonable share" is based on the amount of
one's surface acreage which overlies the aquifer. The prior appropria-
tion doctrine does not provide for the sharing of water, but gives a legal
monopoly over the water to the first person to appropriate it, or put it to
"beneficial use." 30  Sometimes called the "western states" or "short
water" doctrine,3 1 the prior appropriation doctrine is applied in more
arid jurisdictions where there is insufficient water from a particular
source to satisfy all users. Uses considered "beneficial" can be found
in state ground water legislation.
Although the pure application of the prior appropriation doctrine
forces latecomers to do without water, it recognizes the first users'
economic investment in extraction and distribution equipment (i.e.
drilling and irrigation expenses) and protects the expectations of these
existing users. However, the failure of the prior appropriation system to
both recognize the legitimate water needs of other potential users and to
prevent economic and physical waste of an important non-renewable
resource has resulted in the modification of the prior appropriation
doctrine through case law and by statute. Generally, states require the
formality of a well drilling permit, but in jurisdictions where ground
water shortages are greater, the permit is in the nature of an application
for ground water use. Regulatory controls, administered by ground
water districts, add further complexity to ground water law.
Additional legislation over ground water use has resulted from
greater knowledge of hydrogeology, coupled with a broader understand-
ing of the potential for environmental degradation of ground water
supplies through unconstrained or ill-planned development.
28. The principle is fully stated in Latin as "cujus et solum, ejus est usque ad coleum et ad
infernos" which may be roughly translated to mean "the owner of the soil owns also the sky and to the
depths of the earth." The principle is also familiar to law students as the "infinite carrot" or the
"heaven to hell" principle. In more formal terms, the absolute ownership doctrine is also referred to
as the "English Rule," having originated in the English case of Acton v. Blundell. See BLACK'S LAW
DICTIONARY 341 (5th ed. 1979); Acton v. Blundell, 52 All E.R. 1223, 1233 (Ex. Chan. 1843).
29. 2 Beck, supra note 6. § 10.03(c) n.395 (citing Katz v. Walkinshaw, 74 P. 766 (Cal. 1902)).
30. Richard A. Epstein, Possession as the Root of Title, 13 GA. L. REV. 1221, 1234-35 (1979).
The prior appropriation doctrine has been discussed as an extension of the "first in time, first in right"
principle of law in the context of surface riparian rights. Id.
3 1. GARRrrY & NrrzsCHKE, supra note l, at 20.
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B. RIGHTS TO GROUND WATER IN NORTH DAKOTA
1. Common Law Principles
At North Dakota's statehood, subterranean percolating waters were
likely capable of absolute ownership. 32 However, as early as 1881, the
prior appropriation doctrine was introduced by statute, and by 1905,
future acquisition of water rights was clearly under the prior appropria-
tion doctrine alone. 33 These statutory modifications were made with
riparian or stream waters in mind, rather than diffuse underground or
surface water. However, through case law and by virtue of the broad
wording of its statutes, North Dakota can be said to follow the prior
appropriation doctrine with respect to its diffuse ground water. 34 The
employment of this doctrine is typical of other Western states who have
historically had adequate water resources.
The application of the prior appropriation rules to unallocated
ground water is fairly straightforward; the first to appropriate for benefi-
cial use acquired rights to the water.35 North Dakota landowners thus
have no vested estate in the water underlying their land, but merely
usufructuary rights36 in the water, which require their employment of the
water for "beneficial uses." 37  Once so employed, the rights of the
landowner exist to only to the extent of such beneficial use.
Under the prior appropriation doctrine, prior appropriators will
preempt those who subsequently desire to extract water from the same
source, or whose uses are not necessary for a beneficial use connected
with the lands. 38 Where water is plentiful, however, a prior appropriator
32. TERR. DAK. CIV. CODE § 256 (1866) (corresponding version later codified at N.D. CENT. CODE
§ 47-01-13 (1960), repealed by 1963 N.D. Laws 799, ch. 419, § 7.) For a review of the historical
development of water rights in North Dakota, see Robert E. Beck & John C. Hart, The Nature and
Extent of Rights in Water in North Dakota, 51 N.D. L. REV. 249, 250-52 (1974) [hereinafter Beck &
Hart].
33. 1905 N.D. Laws 44, ch. 34 (entitled "Irrigation Code"). See also, Beck & Hart, supra note
32, at 256-57 (providing a summary of the historical development of water rights).
34. See N.D. CENT. CODE §§ 61-04-01 to -31 (1985 & Supp. 1995).
35. Id.
36. See BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY 1544 (6TH ED. 1990) (describing "usufructuary rights" as a
right to the enjoyment of a thing. in which one has no property (the property being vested in another).
37. See Volkmann v. City of Crosby, 120 N.W.2d 18 (N.D. 1963). In Volkmann, the court found
that the Volkmann's property right was not unlimited. Id. at 22. However, the court could have found
that the Volkmann's had absolute ownership and simply applied the "correlative rights" doctrine so as
to require reasonable use by all landowners overlying the same pool of water. Id. The holding in this
case indicates that the mere fact one's land overlies water does not give the landowner rights in the
water absent "beneficial use." Id. at 24.
38. See Volkmann, 120 N.W.2d at 22. In Volkmann, the city of Crosby drew water and piped it
away from the land on which the well was located to the city for municipal purposes and sale to
others. id. at 21. This use was not found to be connected to the land or above the source of supply,
nor for" beneficial uses" related to such land. Id. at 22. Furthermore, the city well was drilled under
a state-issued water license, but this license was issued in 1957, whereas the Volkmanns had been
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and subsequent appropriator may both draw from the common source
and apply the water to beneficial use.39 Where water has been complete-
ly allocated, prior appropriators will find their increased demands
preempted by prior appropriators just as a subsequent party's demands
would be.40
The basic doctrine limits the amount appropriated by a prior user to
"such amount . . . as may be necessary for some useful purpose con-
nected with the land" or "such amount . . . as may be necessary for
some useful and beneficial purpose in connection with the land from
which it is taken." 4 1  Except for the "reasonable beneficial use" re-
quirement, under the prior appropriation rules, there is no volumetric
limit on the volume of water that can be removed from an aquifer, or on
its rate of removal .42
An issue raised academically, 43 but as yet unlitigated, is whether
vested water rights can be abandoned. Since the employment of water
for beneficial use is a requirement for their existence, could it be argued
that a landowner who has not pumped from its well for a period of time
has lost its rights to the ground water previously appropriated? In legal
terms, as usufructuary rights are not full "estates" in land, they would
likely be subject to a claim of abandonment.4 4 However, abandonment
at law would require not only a period of nonuse, but some showing of
an intention not to exercise the rights in future. Intention to abandon is
difficult to prove; it is not always possible to show intention through
extracting water since 1918. Id. at 21.
39. Shared use of the common source may occur between private appropriators, or between
private appropriators and public users under state water rights grants.
40. See Undlin v. City of Surrey, 262 N.W. 2d 742, 746 (N.D. 1978) (finding that if a person's
right to water is superior to that of a city, activity taken by the city which prevents the person from
using the water is actionable).
41. Volkmnann, 120 N.W. 2d at 22. The Volkmann's land was used for farming, and their
reasonable uses included household use, water for 50 head of livestock (chiefly cattle and horses),
and for the yard and gardens. Id. at 21.
42. So long as the water is put to beneficial use, both the volumes needed by the prior
appropriator and the existing means of sourcing the water were protected as part of the acquired
rights. Id. at 22-23. In the Volkmann case, it was held that where another's extraction of water from
a common supply merely diminished a prior appropriator's artesian well pressure such that the supply
was inadequate to meet all of the prior appropriator's needs, (although the other's extraction did not
eliminate the supply altogether), the prior appropriator had cause for complaint. Id. at 24. In
Volkmann, the prior appropriator could have sunk another well, but the court did not require the prior
appropriator to take this further action to supply itself. Id. Instead, the court's silence on the issue
implies that the prior appropriator had the right to continue to produce his original volumes from the
original well. It appears no investigation was made with respect to whether the appropriator's
volumes were reasonable or excessive; that the water was put to a "beneficial use" and related to the
land was enough.
43. See Beck & Hart, supra note 32, at 263 (raising the issue of the abandonment of vested rights
with respect to riparian rights).
44. See BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY 490-91 (5th ed. 1979). Estates confer on their owner
exclusive present possession in the land for a duration of time, and thus cannot be "abandoned" at law.
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mere non-use or inaction. Instead, it might be easier to argue that
"beneficial use" should continue to be a prerequisite for the existence
of rights, even after acquisition. This is also consistent with the prior
appropriation doctrine, which holds that rights exist only to the extent
of the beneficial use. 45 In either event, unless abandonment or extin-
guishment of these common law rights can be established, a person who
acquires such rights under the prior appropriation doctrine will continue
to own them until they are voluntarily surrendered or statutorily termi-
nated .46
Legislation requiring that prior appropriators register their rights to
the ground water within a stated time or forfeit them is likely constitu-
tional, although compensation may then be payable. 47 Such legislation
exists in North Dakota with respect to pre-July 1, 1963 prescriptive rights
in underground water taken for "mining, irrigating, manufacturing or
other beneficial use." 48
2. Statutory Rights
By statute, percolating ground water not subject to private rights
belongs to the "public." 49  Appropriation of this "public" under-
ground water is accomplished through the administrative procedures
provided by statute.50 Only ground water already appropriated to a
reasonable beneficial use before enactment of the statute-in the case of
45. CHESTER H. SMITH & RALPH E. BOYER. SURVEY OF THE LAW OF PROPERTY 2D 187 (197 1).
46. Id.
47. See N.D. CONST. art. I, § 16. The registration legislation is likely constitutional under the
"eminent domain" concept, although "Private property shall not be taken or damaged for public use
without just compensation having been first made to, or paid into court for the owner." Id.
48. N.D. CENT. CODE § 61-04-22 (1985). The prescriptive rights must have been claimed for at
least 20 years prior to July 1, 1963 and a user must have filed by July 1, 1965 an application for a
water permit, failing which the prescriptive water right is declared abandoned and forfeited. Id. Also,
a prescriptive water permit under this section is subject to forfeiture for non-use, but is not made
terminable for change of use, or reduction in volumetric needs or other reasons. Id. See also Beck &
Hart, supra note 32, at 264 (mentioning a similar concept in relation to riparian rights).
49. N.D. CENT. CODE § 61-01-01 (Supp. 1993). Section 61-01-01 states that waters within state
limits which are "under the surface of the earth whether such waters flow in defined subterranean
channels or are diffused percolating underground water[,]" "belong to the public and are subject to
appropriation for beneficial use." Id. Section 61-01-03 of the North Dakota Century Code indicates
claims to water prior to March 1, 1905 would be subject to the common law prior appropriation rules,
and claims from March 1, 1905 forward are to be dealt with through the statute's permitting system.
Id. § 61-01-03. Ground waters were brought within the public domain by statutory addition in 1955.
1955 N.D. Laws 579, ch. 345. Thus, the ability to vest new usufructuary rights in ground water under
the common law prior appropriation doctrine would appear to have ceased in 1955. See Beck & Hart,
supra note 32, at 261-63 (citing Baeth v. Hoisveen, 157 N.W.2d 728, 733 (N.D. 1968) for the
proposition that the 1955 amendment to the North Dakota Century Code specifying that ground water
is within the public domain, effectively ended the ability of persons to acquire rights to water except
through the state).
50. N.D. CENT. CODE § 61-01-04 (Supp. 1995). This administrative procedure for acquiring
water rights is valid by virtue of the State's "police power." Id.
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ground water, before the 1955 amendments-is exempt from the statuto-
ry scheme. 5 1 All other ground water may be constitutionally subjected
to statutory requirements as any rights to this water would remain merely
inchoate until legal appropriation occurred. 52
While North Dakota's statutory scheme for water acquisition is
based on prior appropriation precepts,5 3 the statutes address more than
mere acquisition of rights, and contain provisions whose purpose is to
protect the aquifers from wasteful overuse by prior appropriators. For
example, North Dakota law requires the issuance of a permit for the
acquisition of water rights, which permit sets a pumping level intended to
keep the extraction of ground water from an aquifer below its annual
recharge rate, 54 thus protecting senior users, yet sustaining the state's
water supply.55 While prior appropriation rules operate well where water
supplies are not fully allocated, these statutory additions take into
account that the modem conflicts in water rights in Western states are not
ones of original allocation, but of reallocation. With the advent of
technology that can extract greater volumes from an aquifer, a greater
interest in exploiting ground water due to the taxing of surface water
sources, and the increased demands of growing populations and indus-
try, more conflicts are bound to occur.
In contrast to the common law rules, water rights granted by permit
may be limited by competing uses. Whereas pure prior appropriation
rules would have imposed no volumetric limitations, applications for
water volumes exceeding the current needs of the applicant will likely be
unsuccessful. 56 Also, the North Dakota statute contains a "reasonable
capture" rule:
Priority of appropriation does not include the right to prevent
changes in the condition of water occurrence, such as ...the
lowering of a water table, artesian pressure, or water level, by
51. Beck & Hart, supra note 28, at 261.
52. Id.
53. N.D. CENT. CODE § 61-04-06.3 (1985) (providing "priority in time shall be given the superior
water right").
54. N.D. CENT. CODE § 61-04-02 (1985). In this article, "recharge" means both the process by
which, and the rate at which, an aquifer naturally replaces itself from source to maintain its existing
volume. See supra note 15 (defining "recharge").
55. N.D. CENT. CODE § 61-04-02 (1985).
56. Cf. Compare Volkmann v. City of Crosby, 120 N.W.2d 18 (N.D. 1963) (basing decision on
the basis of the common law prior appropriation doctrine) with Rosellen M. Sand, North Dakota,
Reasonable Capture Rule-Water in Excess of Needs, 22 ROCKY MTN. MIN. L. INST. 8-9 (1989)
(discussing the recent North Dakota decision of In Re Water Permit Application No. 4005-Minot
Park District) [hereinafter Sand]. In 1989, the North Dakota State Engineer refused the application of
a municipality for higher volumes of water for the purpose of irrigating its municipal golf course. Id.
In this case, the State Engineer considered the conflict between existing residential users (prior
appropriators) and the municipality (a prior appropriator with an expanded need). Id.
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later appropriators, if the prior appropriator can reasonably
acquire his water under the changed conditions. 57
Under the reasonable capture rule, a prior appropriator must make
reasonable efforts to capture water in a manner that permits new uses to
be brought into existence.58 What constitutes a reasonable effort will
depend on the facts of each case. Furthermore, before a permit is issued,
the impact of a proposed appropriation on a prior appropriation must be
considered, as well as whether "other persons" would be harmed. 59
Prior appropriation is further qualified in North Dakota through
some statutory recognition of preferences in use. Under a pure prior
appropriation system, the date of appropriation, not the purpose of use,
sets the priority of right when supplies are insufficient to satisfy all
potential takers. Priority of right among existing users in times of water
shortage continues to be based on the user's permit issuance date, and
that priority continues to be given to existing appropriators where a new
permit is requested.60 By statute in North Dakota, however, certain uses
are given a preference over other uses in cases "[w]hen there are com-
peting applications for water from the same source." 61 The listed order
of priority is: domestic; municipal; livestock; irrigation; and industrial
and fish, wildlife and other outdoor recreational uses.62
A permit holder may apply to change the use of its water to a
higher priority use as provided in the statute, if the rights of other
appropriators are not adversely affected. 63 However, the efficiency with
which a user deals with its water may be more important than where the
use fits in the statutory list of priorities. For this reason, it might be
better for the transferee to be required to develop a water plan taking
into account other ground water users in the area-possibly under some
form of "spill-down" allocation scenario. 64
In addition to the priorities listed, domestic and livestock uses, and
small-scale irrigation are sometimes exempt from the permitting require-
ments altogether.65 This distinction between "domestic" and "com-
57. N.D. CENT. CODE § 61-04-06.3 (1985 & Supp. 1993).
58. Sand, supra note 56, at 8-9.
59. N.D. CENT. CODE §§ 61-04-06(1), (4)(e) (1985).
60. Id. § 61-04-06.3.
61. Id. § 61-04-06.1.
62. Id.
63. Id. § 61-04-15.1.
64. For a discussion of "spill-down allocation" concept, see infra part IV.C.
65. N.D. CENT. CODE §§ 61-04-01.1-02 (1985). Section 61-04-01.1 defines "domestic uses" as
use of water by a household for personal needs and household purposes, including heating, drinking,
washing sanitary and culinary uses, irrigation of land not exceeding one acre for noncommercial
gardens, orchards, lawns, trees, or shrubbery; and for household pets and domestic animals not for
commercial use, when the water is supplied by the individual or family. Id. § 61-04-01.1. "Domestic
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mercial" enterprise in North Dakota seems outdated. Farms are gener-
ally operated as commercial businesses, with potentially significant water
consumption for collective household, irrigation and livestock demands.
Also, chemical fertilizers and pesticides and farm refuse are as capable of
causing irreparable harm to an aquifer as industrial waste. Municipalities
are also given special treatment beyond their listed priority.66 They may
be given water allocations in excess of their present needs if based on
"reasonable projections of future water needs." 67 This preference
could potentially create a gross inequity towards other users, without any
incentive for municipalities to accommodate other users.
In North Dakota, water rights are appropriated to the holder of
lands overlying the aquifer ("overlying lands" or "appurtenant
lands") 68 Historically, use of ground water was considered "reasonably
beneficial" only if the water was appropriated for the overlying lands.
Without any loss of priority, appropriated rights can be transferred to
another holder for a use appurtenant to the overlying lands, if there is no
resulting detriment to existing rights. A permit may also be assigned to
non-appurtenant lands owned or leased by the permit holder (sometimes
referred to as "off-land transfers"). 69 This means that although initial
permitting ensures local beneficial use of an aquifer, through subsequent
transfer water can be used away from source.
Presently, there is little monitoring of the use and volume consump-
tion of either transferees or original permit holders, and while transfer
applications provide the Water Commission with an opportunity to check
water consumption and use, the increased administration likely offsets
any benefits the Water Commission obtains from the limited information
submitted for a transfer approval.70 Off-land transfers also make the
balancing of demands and local ground water management more
complex. For example, although it might be simple to track how much
water is extracted from a location, it is difficult to anticipate either the
rural uses" are also included. Id. "Livestock uses" are defined as drinking water for animals kept
for commercial purposes. Id.
66. Id. § 61-04-06.2 (1985).
67. Id. However, note the decision of the North Dakota State Engineer in In re Water Permit
Application No. 4005-Minot Park District, where the State Engineer refused to issue a new permit to
irrigate a golf course (i.e. irrigation or recreation use) where this would impact domestic water rights
of prior unpermitted appropriators, and where the permit was requested to assure water supply in
times of potential future shortage. Sand, supra note 56. at 8-9. The State Engineer noted a decision
otherwise might permit a water monopoly to be created, and that the municipality could achieve a
guaranteed supply of water by purchasing from others or by building storage. Id.
68. N.D. ADMIN. CODE § 89-03-01-1.2 (1994) (providing that one must have an interest in
overlying lands to seek a water permit).
69. N.D. CENT. CODE § 61-04-15 (1985).
70. Id. To transfer the permit, the permit holder need only to show by "reasonable proof that
such assignment or transfer can be made without detriment to existing rights." Id.
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amount or the quality of any transported water that may return into an
aquifer at the new location. Factors which the Water Commission might
investigate at the time of transfer include the changes of use, whether
additional well taps are made, whether the water is used at a new location
away from its source, and whether there is injury to others created by the
transfer of rights. In addition, transfer applications could present an
opportunity for incorporation of, a "spill down" allocation system, if
potential users in the area were required to file with their transfer appli-
cation a plan for the most efficient use and disposal of the water to be
transferred .71
Currently, every water permit holder to complete a form on an
annual basis, reporting the volumes used, and the location from where
the water supply came. There is no reporting of changes of use, nor
requirement that wasteful or unnecessary withdrawals be disclosed. 72
Rights appropriated pursuant to the North Dakota Code may be forfeited
when the appropriator fails to apply it to, or ceases for three years to use
it for, the beneficial use cited in the permit, unless such failure or cessa-
tion of use is due to "the unavailability of water, a justifiable inability to
complete the works, or other good and sufficient cause." 73 However,
whether a partial forfeiture is possible for those volumes left unused by a
permit-holder or used for purposes not provided for in the permit, is a
question not addressed by the statute. Forfeiture provisions are only
useful for permits already issued; forfeiture will not return to the general
supply water that is appropriated for uses which do not require permits
(appropriations for domestic uses and livestock, for example). Also,
forfeiture requires some form of due process, including notice and a
showing of cause because, by nature, it is the removal of a right.74
An easier way to regulate use might be the issuance water permits
for a limited, stated period of time unless continued beneficial use is
shown by the appropriator. While there might be more administrative
work involved in the issuance of renewal permits, the responsibility to
show beneficial use and continuing need for permitted volumes would
shift to the appropriator, who benefits from the water use.
Time-conditioned permits would help to ensure unused or improperly
used water could be rededicated to another user without the administra-
tive costs, not to mention the evidentiary difficulties, of having to prove
71. For a discussion of the "spill-down allocation" concept, see infra part V.C.2.
72. See N.D. CENT. CODE § 61-04-27 (1995) (giving the State Engineer the authority to require
the installation of measuring devices and include water use information in an annual report, but not
requiring the reporting of use changes.)
73. N.D. CENT. CODE § 61-04-23 (Supp. 1995).
74. See N.D. CENT. CODE §§ 61-04-24-25 (1985) (containing provisions relating to notice,
hearing, and appeal to the district court).
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forfeitures. It is difficult to tell whether forfeiture is currently a useful
means of regulating water use once permits have been issued as the
North Dakota Water Commission does not have readily available statistics
as to how many forfeitures have occurred in a previous time period, and
the reasons for the same. 75 Only twenty-nine surface and ground water
permits were "canceled" in 1994, twenty-five being ground water
permit cancellations, with four more ground water permit cancellations
currently under appeal. 76
The State Engineer currently has the authority to place a termina-
tion date in a permit where "necessary to protect the rights of others,
and the public interest," but this does not seem to be occurring in
practice. 77 The State Engineer can also issue conditional permits, or can
include such "terms, conditions, restrictions and limitations" as are
within the jurisdiction of the State Engineer, including payment of fees
or "modification of the plans and specifications for the appropria
tion." 7 8 These powers have potential to be good water management
tools, but remain largely unused. Also, even if they were fully utilized,
they are not completely effective. The State Engineer can take legal
action to enjoin water use that is unauthorized. However, the State
Engineer can only order immediate cessation of use where the "unau-
thorized or continued use will damage the rights of prior appropri-
ators."79 Moreover, the Water Code does not proscribe improper water
use by prior appropriators in cases where the rights of other appropri-
ators are damaged. Forfeiture provisions in the Water Code also seem
inadequate.
A forfeiture will not occur where there is a breach of permit terms
and conditions; the present legislation provides that a forfeiture will only
arise where there is non-use.8 0 North Dakota's forfeiture provision may
also be an inequitable means of monitoring use because municipalities
are virtually exempted from the provision. A municipality does not
forfeit its water permit where it fails to apply water to the beneficial use
75. Telephone Interview with Gordon Baisler, Water Resource Project Manager, State
Engineer's Office, North Dakota Water Commission (April 10, 1994). The Water Commission does
keep information on how many permits are canceled in a given period of time, but does not appear to
regularly keep separate statistics that distinguish between those voluntarily surrendered and those
forfeited by action of the Commission (if any). Id. Gordon Baisler of the State Engineer's Office of
the North Dakota Water Commission kindly provided me with statistics he had, but had to compile the
raw data available to him. Id. He noted that hydrogeologists in the Water Appropriations Division,
who perform field inspections, are slowly gathering more information from sources to determine
whether permits are in use. Id.
76. Id.
77. N.D. CENT. CODE § 61-04-06.2 (1985).
78. Id.
79. N.D. CENT. CODE §61.04.29-30.
80. See Id. § 61-04-24 (providing the relevant forfeiture requirements of hearing and notice).
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for which the permit was granted, or at all, for three consecutive years if
it can show that "the water permit may be reasonably necessary for the
future water requirements of the municipality." 81 This permits munici-
palities to stockpile their water allocations in excess of their current
"beneficial use"-not only a complete derogation from a fundamental
tenet underlying the traditional prior appropriation doctrine, but also a
dangerous encouragement for other appropriators to do likewise to
forestall perceived shortages caused by municipal hoarding. The system
makes it possible for municipalities to create water monopolies, and there
is also no incentive for them to use their existing resources more effi-
ciently, to purchase water from others, or to build storage facilities to
conserve water for future demands. 82
C. OTHER QUALIFICATIONS TO RIGHTS IN GROUND WATER
1. Tortious Liability
In exercising a right to appropriate water, under general legal
principles, an appropriator owes a general duty of care to adjacent
landowners and others for any losses resulting from the appropriation. 83
Extraction and use of the water must not result in harm to third parties or
an action may lie against the appropriating tortfeasor in nuisance,
negligence, trespass, classical strict (absolute) liability, and the like.84
The state attempts to proactively address the tortious liability
between competing users and protects the public interest as a whole
through its water permitting system. However, statutory compliance will
not necessarily absolve a party from tortious liability. The fact that a
competing user of a common aquifer does not withdraw more water than
allowed in its permit is no defense to a claim for damages if its use has
prevented another water claimant from obtaining water to which such
claimant has appropriated rights. For example, common law principles
would provide that where a municipality had legal right to take water
from wells on its land, if an adjacent landowner had rights to water in the
same aquifer, the municipality would have to compensate the adjacent
landowner for any increased pumping necessitated, or for degradation in
quantity and quality of the water. 85 These principles have been some-
81. Id. § 61-04-23 (emphasis added).
82. See Sand, supra note 56, at 9. Options such as purchasing water or building storage facilities
were noted by the North Dakota State Engineer in its opinion in In re Water Permit Application No.
4005-Minot Park District. Id.
83. See Bigelow v. Draper, 69 N.W. 570, 599 (1896) (finding any activity preventing a person
from taking water to which that person has rights is actionable).
84. Id.
85. See Undlin v. City of Surrey, 262 N.W. 2d 742, 746 (N.D. 1978) (stating that the city had the
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what modified by statute in North Dakota. It would now probably be
necessary for the adjacent landowner to prove more than inconvenience,
additional cost, or damage. The "reasonable capture provisions" in the
Water Code require a landowner prove that water cannot be obtained
under the changed conditions. 86
2. Public Trust Doctrine
The North Dakota Constitution contains no specific provisions
relating to state or public use, ownership or trusteeship of ground
water. 87 However, under the North Dakota Water Code, all nonprivatized
waters within North Dakota are subject to the public trust doctrine 88 -a
common law doctrine incorporated into the laws of the United States
prior to the Revolutionary War.89
North Dakota's climate and the resulting need to preserve water
legitimizes the use of the State's police power, which is exercised by
requiring state-issued permits for all water withdrawals where the water
rights are previously unused and thus, not vested and not private proper-
ty. 90 However, the usufructuary rights in ground water created through
this permitting process are circumscribed by the public trust doctrine,
whereunder members of the public have standing to obtain judicial
recourse against the government where water resources held in trust by
the state are reallocated in an arbitrary manner or against the public
power to withdraw more water, but the landowner had to be compensated for resulting damages).
86. See N.D. CENT. CODE § 61-04-06.3 (1985) (stating what this author has referred to as the
"reasonable capture provision").
87. N.D. CONST. of 1889, art. XVII, § 210 (referring to water in flowing streams and natural
water courses only).
88. United Plainsmen Ass'n v. North Dakota State Water Conservation Comm'n, 247 N.W.2d
457, 461 (N.D. 1976); N.D. CENT. CODE § 61-01-01(4) (Supp. 1995) (declaring broadly that title to
waters, except for privately owned property in noncontributing water is generally held in trust for the
people of the state and cannot be abdicated to a private entity). Section 61-01-01 was upheld as
constitutional in Baeth v. Hoisveen, 157 N.W.2d 728, 733 (N.D. 1968) (concerning an underground
stream). See also Beck & Hart, supra note 32, at 276-83 (discussing public rights in North Dakota
waters).
89. See Don Negaard, The Public Trust Doctrine in North Dakota, 54 N.D. L. REV. 565 (1978)
discussing the development and use of the public trust doctrine in North Dakota. See also Charles M.
Carvell, North Dakota Waterways: The Public's Right of Recreation and Questions of Title. 64 N.D. L.
REV. 7 (1988) (discussing the public trust doctrine with respect to North Dakota recreation and
waterways). See also J.P. Furlong Enter. v. Sun Exploration & Prod. Co., 423 N.W.2d 130 (N.D.
1988) (relating the public trust doctrine to surface waters); Ownership of the Bed of Devils Lake, 423
N.W. 2d 141, 142 (N.D. 1988) (noting the state's title in the bed of the lake); In Re Permits to Drain
Stone Creek Channel Improvements v. North Dakota Wildlife Soc'y, 424 N.W.2d 894, 903 (N.D.
1988) (determining there was no violation of public trust responsibilities).
90. Negaard, supra note 22, at 583 (quoting Baeth V. Hoisveen, 157 N.W.2d 728, 733 (N.D.
1968)).
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interest. 9 1 Section 61-01-01 of the North Dakota Century Code, which
declares ground water to be "public," is a statutory expression of this
doctrine .92
At minimum, the public trust doctrine requires a consideration of
the current water supply and the future needs of the state when an
allocation decision is made, and mandates both short and long term
planning. 93 Exactly what might constitute inappropriate planning or
lack of due consideration of water supplies and future state needs, and
what might be arbitrary action or allocations to the detriment of the
public interest has not yet been formally determined. The Water Code
of North Dakota likely forms a minimum standard, but it is still possible
for the traditional public trust doctrine to impose both substantive
standards and procedural safeguards over and above these statutory
provisions.
Particularly with respect to aspects of allocation which have poten-
tial to physically impact an aquifer, the State Engineer needs to better
fulfill its public trust responsibilities. Alternatively, the Water Commis-
sion may be forced to evolve from an administrative agency, to a regula-
tory body. The Water Commission appears to have been given express
authority, which it is not currently utilizing, to monitor ground water
activity in the state. Perhaps this is because there has not heretofore been
a perceived need to do so. However, with the scope of the public trust
doctrine not yet delineated, the Water Commission would be well advised
to consider its current practices with a view to preempting any possible
action against it for lack of foresight in investigating, planning, monitor-
ing, and controlling ground water allocation and use, for inadequate
coordination with other agencies with respect to aquifer protection, or
for failure to develop and enforce rules to protect ground water supplies.
3. Federal Reserved Rights Doctrine and Indian Tribal
Water Codes
State rights to ground water created under the public trust doctrine
potentially conflict with federal rights reserved in ground water underly-
ing federally owned lands and lands held in trust by the United States
(for example, Indian lands). Case law has held that the U.S. is entitled to
reserve whatever water is necessary for the beneficial use of land where
91. United Plainsmen Ass'n v. North Dakota State Water Conservation Comm'n, 247 N.W.2d
457, 461 (N.D. 1976); N.D. Cent. Code § 61-01-01(4) (Supp. 1993) (declaring that title to waters,
except for privately owned property in noncontributing water is generally held in trust for the people
of the state and cannot be abdicated to a private entity).
92. N.D. CENT. CODE § 61-01-01 (1995).
93. United Plainsmen, 247 N.W.2d at 462.
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that land has been withdrawn from the public domain for a specific
purpose. 94 This amounts to the creation of federal water ownership
rights (based on need) in states like North Dakota, where the appropria-
tion doctrine would otherwise be followed-a doctrine which would
recognize usufructuary rights in appropriated water but which would not
normally recognize ownership of water in place.
There are, of course, practical reasons justifying federal rights in
water. The obvious inequity created by the prior appropriations of non-
Indian settlers in the case of Indian lands is one example. However, the
doctrine creates ideological and jurisdictional conflict between state and
federal interests. Particularly in the case of ground water, where aquifer
volumes are hard to physically measure at the best of times, state plan-
ning becomes complicated by the existence of federal water reservations.
The state must not only determine its own needs and balance them with
private interests, but must also determine the volumes of water still
allocable in light of both existing and future federal reservations.
The existence of the federal reserved rights doctrine at minimum
will require an ongoing exchange of information between federal and
state agencies. The increasing use of Indian Tribal Water Codes to
regulate water assigned to Indian reservations also will have to be consid-
ered by state water planners. 95 Moreover, states with proportionately
large Indian populations and lands, such as North Dakota, would be wise
to seize the opportunity that federal, state and tribal agencies now have to
forge cooperative arrangements between Indian and non-Indian appro-
priators before any water shortages or significant quality degradation
exists. Once water is polluted or the supply becomes insufficient, any
negotiations between competing users will be much more difficult and
politically charged.96
4. Federal Environmental Legislation
It has been suggested that the states play a greater role in ground
water protection than in any other area of environmental law, although
more than 12 agencies and 16 federal statutes also govern specific
ground water protection and management activities. 97 There is no
94. See, e.g., Winters v. United States, 207 U.S. 564,577 (1908) (reserving land in Montana).
95. 1 Beck, supra note 10, § 4.04, at 68.
96. Water law disputes which exist in other states, even riparian disputes such as that involving
Nevada's Pyramid Lake and the Newlands Project, are instructive lessons in what difficulties may lie
ahead for North Dakotans. See GARY A. H ORNTON, STATE OF NEVADA DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION
AND NATURAL RESOURCES DIVISION OF WATER PLANNING, TRUCKEE RIVER CHRONOLOGY, A
CHRONOLOGICAL HISTORY OF THE TRUCKEE RIVER AND RELATED WATER ISSUES (May 1995).
97. See Lawrence J. MacDonnell. Overview of Ground Water Contamination and Basic
Concepts of Water. in GROUND WATER CONTAMINATION: THE LEGAL AND TECHNICAL FRAMEwoRK IN THE
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comprehensive federal ground water protection program, providing a
current opportunity for states to take the initiative in developing their
own protection strategies. A non-comprehensive list of the existing
federal laws include the following: 98
" National Environmental Policy Act 99
* Federal Land Policy and Management ActlOO
" Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act'Ol
" Atomic Energy Actl 02
* Toxic Substances Control Act103
" Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide
Act104
* Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act105
" Comprehensive Environmental Response
" Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA)106
* Resource Conservation and Recovery Act 107
* Clean Water Act108
" Safe Drinking Water Act109
States have historically asserted control over ground water alloca-
tions for a variety of reasons. Federal legislation allegedly adds com-
plexity to state water allocation decisions, and is both more general in
scope and less flexible in dealing with individual aquifer characteristics.
The localized nature of ground water contamination and its source in
specific and often small locations. For example, from a septic system,
underground storage tank, injection well, or agricultural chemical
application make state regulation more appropriate than federal in some
instances. For these reasons, state governments argue for a lead role in
ground water management (i.e. something more than mere administra-
tion of federal programs), and a role which includes the development of
specific aquifer management programs.
WESTERN UNITED STATES 1-1, 1-3 (Rocky Mtn. Min. L. Found., Mineral Law Series, 1991).
98. See David W. Tundermann & Jim Butler, Federal Law Governing Ground Water Protection
and Remediation, in GROUND WATER CONTAMINATION: THE LEGAL AND TEcHNICAL FRAMEWORK IN THE
WESTERN UNITED STATES 2-1 (Rocky Mtn. Min. L. Found., Mineral Law Series 1991) (discussing the
area of federal environmental legislation applicable to ground water and providing a list of applicable
statutes).
99. 42 U.S.C. §§ 4321-4347 (1994).
100. 43 U.S.C. §§ 1701-1784 (1986).
101. 42 U.S.C. §§ 7901-7942 (1994).
102. 42 U.S.C. §§ 2011-2296 (1994).
103. 15 U.S.C. §§ 2601-2671 (1982).
104. 7 U.S.C. §§ 136-136y (1980).
105. 30 U.S.C. §§ 1201-1328 (1986).
106. 42 U.S.C. §§ 9601-9675 (1983).
107. 42 U.S.C. §§ 6901-6992k (1995).
108. 33 U.S.C. §§ 1251-1387 (1986 & Supp. 1995).
109. 42 U.S.C. §§ 300f to 300j-26 (1991).
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Of course, the fact that neither aquifers, nor the ecosystems of which
they are a part, are confined within state boundaries means that some
interstate or federal regulation will always be necessary. Thus, co-
operation across jurisdictional lines is imperative.
IV. COMPETING USES
Surface stream flow (or riparian flow) has been the traditional
satisfier of water consumption in much of the Great Plains region, but
this water source has been substantially appropriated. Furthermore,
surface water is an unreliable source for consumers as the quantity of
flow can be extremely variable. The addition of specialized crops by
North Dakota's agricultural industry, that require more irrigation than
traditional crops, such as tomatoes, are increasing water demands in the
state. For future, larger-scale water needs, North Dakotans may eventual-
ly have to rely on production from bedrock aquifers. This type of
ground water production will necessarily require the balancing of
interests both in the initial allocation of the water, and in its reallocation.
A. VOLUME CONSIDERATIONS
Ground water management with respect to volumetric demand has
two aspects. First, only a certain quantity of water at a certain rate may
safely be withdrawn from a given aquifer without depleting it or pollut-
ing it. Second, the volumetric demands of competing users must be
balanced where the supply or rate of flow is lower than that required to
satisfy all potential users.
1. Volumes Withdrawn
As a consequence of its "hidden" underground nature and the
outdated notion that water is a "renewable" resource, percolating
ground water has been relatively ignored by case law as a water resource
requiring some volumetric limitations on appropriation and use. This is
alarming in light of recent statistics. An estimated 95% of the world's
fresh water supply (excluding glaciers) is ground water; 1 0 in 1983 an
estimated 50% of the U.S. population's drinking water and about 40%
of the national irrigation supply was sourced from ground water.III
Geologic and environmental concerns play a role in determining
what appropriate volumetric limitations should be placed on appropria-
110. MacDonnell, supra note 96, at 1-1 (quoting statistics from T. Henderson et. al.,
GROUNDWATER: STRATEGIES FOR STATE ACTION 4 (1984)).
111. Id. at 1-I to 1-2 (quoting statistics from U.S.G.S. National Water Summary 1983-
Hydrologic Events and Issues (Water Supply Paper 2250, 1983)).
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tions from an aquifer. Ground water demands which "overdraft" 1 12 the
aquifer create interrelated physical and economic impacts. Allocation of
ground water to any given use not only reduces the volumes available
for other uses, but may also affect the quality of water available for other
uses. If overdrafting is so substantial that an aquifer is unable to re-
charge within a reasonable period or at all (referred to as "mining") the
resulting effects on water quality and volumes will create significant
geological and environmental impacts, not to mention local and regional
economic impacts.11 3 In such circumstances, the overpumping causes
the water table to drop, and extraction from the aquifer becomes more
difficult, expensive and less efficient as the natural pressures in the
aquifer decrease. Where unplanned mining occurs, the value of the
resource may not have been fully maximized. In addition, the mining
may have caused unnecessary physical damage to the overlying land
through surface subsidence, and through increased pollution from either
mining of the aquifer or from the overloading of surface streams to
carry away unwanted ground waters. Furthermore, rapid withdrawals
from aquifers which share "blended zones" with less pure aquifers may
ruin natural pressure barriers, escalating the degradation of the purer
aquifer. Such environmental damage carries economic costs for future
individual water users and the state as a whole. In addition, there are
other economic costs which arise from unplanned mining of an aquifer.
They include the costs of unexpected interruptions in commercial
operations, and increased costs of obtaining water from other sources. 114
The prior appropriation system does not limit users to any specified
rate of pumping, and does not require any seasonal or emergency
reduction in withdrawals. Thus, prior appropriators may virtually pump
with impunity. North Dakota's statutory law does not appear to modify
the common law. Although in this regard, it would appear that the Water
Code does contain a provision directing that artesian well valves be
adjusted so that only water "as is necessary for ordinary use" by the
well owner or landowner is permitted to escape.11 5 Furthermore, there
does not seem to be a system in place to set, monitor, or enforce suitable
ground water pumping rates in accordance with a local, regional or state
plan, and reporting requirements in the current Water Code are very
limited.'16 Failure of the Water Commission to act in the prevention of
112. See 3 Beck, supra note 10, § 18.04, at 16 (defining "overdrafting" as "withdrawing water
from an aquifer at a rate greater than its rate of natural withdrawal").
113. 3 Beck, supra note 10, § 24.01(b), at 403.
114. For a discussion of the relationship between economics and ground water, see 3 Beck, supra
note 10, § 19.01, at 21.
115. N.D. CENT. CODE § 61-20-01.
116. See, e.g., N.D. CENT. CODE §§ 61-04-14-15.1 (1985) (providing grounds for extensions of
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aquifer mining might be actionable under the public trust doctrine
should the aquifer be permanently damaged. This is an issue that should
be considered further by the Water Commission or State Engineer.
2. Differing Volumetric Demands for Competing Uses
Deciding which competing use to support is like comparing apples
with oranges; each competing use requires water differing in environ-
mental quality and volumetric quantity, and must be evaluated in terms
of the physical availability and economic cost of the ground water.
Principles of fairness also come into play. For example, a commercial
user might be more economically and physically able than a domestic
user to utilize water high in salt content. However, the recharge rate of
an underground aquifer may not be able to accommodate the consump-
tion of such a commercial user. But what if the commercial user was the
prior appropriator and is now simply wishing to extract increased
volumes in order to expand its business in the State?
To understand how wide the differences are in the volumes of water
required for various uses, the following examples are instructive (keep-
ing in mind that these figures can only be used as a rough comparison,
as they were calculated in the 1960s and have likely increased or de-
creased disproportionately):
AGRICULTURE:
Corn crop of 40-80 acres: 64 gallons per growing season
One sunflower plant: 130 gallons per growing season
One milk cow: 15 gallons per day
One horse: 10 gallons per day
One hog: 4 gallons per day
MANUFACTURING:
One ton of steel: 100,000 gallons
One ton of fabric: 400,000 gallons
One ton of sugar: 15,000 gallons
To can 100 cases of
peas or corn: 5,000 gallons
To dress 100 hogs for
market: 25,000 gallons
To make a barrel of beer: 1,000 gallons "17
original and conditional water permits for "good cause").
117. JOSEPH L. SAX, WATER LAW: CASES AND COMMENTARY 6 (1965).
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Traditionally, domestic and agricultural purposes have been given
priority in water allocation systems, and often domestic users, including
certain farm uses, are exempt from the usual permitting requirements. 118
Generally speaking, North Dakota legislation does not contain quantity
limitations on these uses, but merely defines the type of use that is
exempt. 119 This results in two problems. First, where there is no permit,
there is no means of monitoring use or volume of consumption. Con-
sumption may be considerable on a farm, even for domestic uses or for
livestock. Furthermore, pollution can be caused by domestic consump-
tion that is too rapid for the aquifer, or by depositing farm refuse which
the water is not able to fully assimilate. Being "outside" the permitting
system does not encourage participation in water quality maintenance by
domestic users, nor does it promote conscious, responsible use of water.
Second, if there are no limits on the volumes of the appropriation, no
means of ascertaining what state, regional or local water demands might
be. This lack of information makes water management planning impos-
sible, and in an extreme case would allow for some to appropriate
beyond their requirements with impunity at the expense of other poten-
tial users.
As of March 29, 1995, 3,124 water permits existed in North Dako-
ta.120 Listed by type of use, they are as follows (although this informa-
tion is somewhat unhelpful in determining ground water demand as the
information does not include the volumes allocated under the permits,
precise definitions of uses, or whether the water source is ground water
or surface water):121
Irrigation 2001
Municipal 285
Industrial 253
Recreational 176
Fish & Wildlife 155
Rural Water 92
Livestock 59
Flood control 46
Multiple Use 23
118. See infra part II.B.2 and accompanying notes.
119. N.D. CENT. CODE §§ 61-04-01.1 .-O1.2-04 (1985 & Supp. 1995). It is a class A misdemeanor
to use amounts of water "in excess of needs for domestic and livestock purposes" in cases where no
permit is issued, but it would be difficult to monitor and judge "needs" in such cases. N.D. CENT. CODE
§§ 61-04-30 (Supp. 1995).
120. Telephone Interview and Facsimile Communication with Julie Krenz, Assistant Attorney,
Natural Resources Division, Office of Attorney General, State of North Dakota (Apr. 7, 1995)
(providing statistical information).
121. Id.
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Power Generation 15
Domestic 14
Commercial 3
Fire Control 1
Institutional 1
Bottling 0
Medical 0
A total of 48 ground water permit applications were received by the
Water Commission in 1994; there were only 39 surface water applica-
tions.122 Ground water application statistics, listed on the basis of type of
use, are as follows:
Irrigation (9,239.5 acres) 39 (16 requested from
surface use; 4,239.5 acres)
Flood Control 0 (1 requested from
surface use)
Industrial Use 7
Livestock Use 0 (2 requested from
surface use)
Municipal Use 0
Recreational Use 0 (20 requested from
surface use)
Rural Domestic Use 2 (2 requested from
surface use)
It is not known from the statistics provided how many of these applica-
tions were approved or what volumes of water are involved. However,
the statistics indicate that ground water is primarily required for irriga-
tion (double the volumes of that required from surface sources). Also,
the only requests for water for industrial use were for ground water.
B. WATER QUALITY CONSIDERATIONS IN COMPETING USES
One might note that the statistics in section IV. A. (directly above)
do not disclose the quality of water required for each purpose, but
merely the volume required. However, the water used for one purpose
(steel production, for example), will not need to be of the same quality as
that required in another (brewing beer, for example). Ideally, rules
allocating or reallocating water volumes should be certain enough to be
understood and evenly applied to users, yet flexible enough to take into
122. Id.
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account the myriad of factors, such as quality requirements involved in
each demand for which water is sought. Balancing of uses is not re-
quired under the traditional prior appropriation system. North Dakota
legislation does incorporate the "reasonable capture rule" in its permit-
ting process: the impact of a proposed appropriation on a prior appro-
priation, as well as whether "other persons" would be harmed, is consid-
ered when a permit is requested.123 However, once a permit is issued,
current legislation does not require any further balancing of uses unless
an existing water supply remains to be allocated, or unless a supply of
water again becomes available once prior rights are forfeited.
North Dakota recently enacted a statute that specifically deals with
ground water pollution. 124 This Ground Water Protection Code, adminis-
tered under the North Dakota Department of Health and Consolidated
Laboratories, 125 requires the waters of the state to be "maintained within
standards established" unless it is "affirmatively demonstrated that a
change in quality is justifiable to provide necessary economic or social
development and will not adversely affect the beneficial uses of
water."126 It is unclear from use of the words "beneficial uses" whether
a change in quality is to be permitted only if there is no adverse effect to
the beneficial uses that might be made of water by a group either locally
or statewide, or whether the drafters intended that a change in water
quality must not be so substantial as to derogate from the "beneficial
use" of the water which was the prerequisite for the issuance of a permit
under North Dakota's statutory appropriation system. In any event, the
overlapping subject matter of the Water Code and the Ground Water
Protection Code illustrates the need for coordination among all state
agencies whose mandates directly or indirectly include ground water
management. Elimination of needless duplicity of process and the
utilization of economies of scale are also possible through good
communication among state authorities and water users. The Ground
Water Protection Code includes water quality monitoring requirements to
be performed by the Department of Health. These activities could be
coupled with the Water Commission's monitoring of use types and
volume consumption. The data collected could be easily shared through
joint computer access, and some savings through the sharing of overhead
might be possible. As a further example, field inspections for the
purpose of well head protection could note any addition of new taps into
123. N.D. CENT. CODE §§ 61-04-06(4)(e)(7) (Supp. 1995).
124. N.D. CENT. CODE §§ 23-33-01-12 (1991).
125. Id. § 23-33-02.
126. Id. § 23-33-01.
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a ground water source, and rate of pumping in excess of permit conditions.
Because water volume issues (allocation and balancing of demands
and withdrawals) are interrelated with water quality (conservation of
water and pollution), the rights allocation system must somehow be made
to work with the environmental protection system. The special needs of
different local environments sometimes recommends problem-solving
on a smaller than statewide basis. Some states recognize the
co-dependence of environmental and rights allocation systems in a local
context by creating special water management areas. 127 Another means
of integrating these systems might be through the introduction of a
"spill-down allocation" system, proposed in the following section of
this article.
C. "SPILL-DOWN ALLOCATION": A PROPOSAL
The principle tenet of the appropriation doctrine is that senior rights
are to be protected. Thus, unless the doctrine is to be abrogated alto-
gether, some deference must be given to senior appropriations. For
existing allocations, a slow evolution towards accountability and respon-
sibility by permit-holders can perhaps be accomplished through a
combination of incentives and penalties. The introduction of reporting
requirements, provisions for partial forfeitures of unused or improperly
applied allocations, and generally a more assertive use of existing, but
dormant, provisions in North Dakota's Water Code are some sugges-
tions.
If there is a real possibility that demand will exceed supplies, a
rights allocation system should be based on the cooperative sharing of
water by private rights users within local areas, with allocations and
reallocations prioritized on the basis of use rather than seniority of
appropriation. The traditional prior appropriation doctrine presumes
unlimited supplies of a renewable resource and simply does not address
overdrawing or environmental protection issues. In contrast, the follow-
ing is a proposed model for rights allocation, in which allocations and
reallocations of ground water rights are measured on the basis of volume
demands and water quality impacts. Because this proposed system
acknowledges some "waste" of the resource through both consumption
and quality degradation, the term "spill-down allocation" seems fitting.
A spill-down allocation system is analogous to the simple laundry
system used in North Dakota farm households a generation ago.1 28 In
127. For a discussion of "special water management areas." see infra parts V. & E.
128. I'm sure my mother did not envision that one day her lessons on laundry sorting might serve
some greater purpose.
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those times, because water was hauled, the water supply to the household
was limited. It took time and energy to transport water into the house, so
it was not viewed as a resource which could be wasted needlessly. Soap,
rather than detergent, was used, which was less harmful to the environ-
ment. As the supply was finite, one volumetric unit of hauled water was
used to wash everything from a white lace pocket handkerchief to the
rag mat at the back door. Even the final tub of water was utilized: it was
poured over the garden plants.
In spite of the limited water supply, and the broad diversity of
laundry, the system worked well. This is because some forethought went
into the operation. First, laundry had to be sorted, such that items of the
same fabric, purpose, and color would be washed together. For example,
delicate white undergarments were separated from heavy wool work
socks. Water was carefully apportioned throughout the process, so that
for the final load, clean rinse water still remained. Care was taken not to
slop or spill the water during the washing process.
The process went something like this:
1. A certain portion of clean water was allocated to a wash tub,
to which conservative quantities of clean water were added
during the process, but only when strictly needed. The use that
both required the cleanest water and left the water the cleanest
for the next use, was employed first. Only the quantity of soap
required to get the items cleaned was used for each laundry
load, so that a minimum of clean water was needed to rinse the
laundry.
2. Portions of clean water (usually 2, for a first and second
rinsing) were allocated for rinsing. As the soap content of the
first rinse water became too great, that water was added to the
wash water. The second rinse water would now be used for the
initial rinsing, with a fresh portion of clean water allocated for
the second rinse.
3. The addition of somewhat cleaner rinse water to the water
left from the previous use ensured that the water in the basin at
any given time remained of a quality fit for the next load of
laundry being washed. For example, whereas a white pillow
case might require purer water, the next load of long under-
wear might withstand water of greater soap content and some
minimal dirt residue from the previous laundry.
4. The process continued until all the laundry was complete.
If the process had been well-managed, the laundry was clean,
and no shortages of water were experienced.
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In the context of ground water, a spill-down allocation system
would require potential users of an aquifer (or aquifers) in a local area,
in partnership with the state (who presumably would act as a central
information exchange), to design a water permitting proposal with the
intention of maximizing the water volumes available to all potential
users. A prerequisite to designing the plan would be an investigation
and thorough understanding of local land, surface water, and under-
ground aquifer characteristics and dynamics. Aggregate withdrawal
volumes and pumping rates of any appropriator would then be limited to
levels permitting aquifer recharge and ensuring minimal degradation of
the aquifer's water quality. Alternatively, the plan would have to provide
for the use of aquifer recharge technology, and a cost-sharing arrange-
ment among the users for this technology.
The incentive for cooperative collaboration among users is built
into the spill-down system; the more efficiently users handle a finite
supply of water, the more water remains available to each of them. Water
volumes and priorities allocated under the plan would be negotiated, with
the state perhaps playing some role as moderator, mediator, or even
arbitrator. Volumes available for each use would be set, with require-
ments that used-but-undisposed water be transferred to the next user in
line of priority, with some requirement that the supply water so disposed
meet minimum quality standards. Some contractual intergroup market-
ing of water rights would be acceptable, if water quality could be main-
tained. Creativity, brainstorming, and the sharing of diverse knowledge
and experience would be essential for spill-down allocation to work, but
this is no less onerous a requirement than that which other industries
have faced during recent years of increased global competition.
The success of spill-down allocation depends on the ability of each
participant in the water system-the state, appropriators, environmental-
ists and even municipal users-to agree on basic water ethics. State
government would have to assume a new role as a facilitator, in addition
to its more traditional roles of "traffic controller" and "policeman."
Certain aspects of the spill-down system encourage this type of coopera-
tion. The requirement for dialogue among the various users, and their
"ownership" of the system's success transforms users from competing
adversaries, to diverse members of a team who share common aspira-
tions. The vesting of both primary responsibility and control in the
users creates a "bottom-up" system, in which the users have input into
the rules which will govern them. This encourages voluntary compli-
ance, and ensures some realistic correlation between the limits imposed
on users and local conditions. In addition, the spill-down model empow-
ers individuals and industry to protect a resource of the community in
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which they live. The bringing of the "cause-effect" relationship of
water conservation into one's personal experience might increase the
commitment of local water users to cooperate, and could even encourage
greater creativity, better cost-effectiveness, less wastefulness, and a more
environmentally-conscious community. Would the water stay cleaner,
longer? Would there be more uses from the same water than at present?
Would there be a greater likelihood new aquifer recharge technology
would be if found there was a collective contribution to the cost and
implementation of such technology by all users of a local spill-down
system? These possibilities make the spill-down allocation concept seem
at least worthy of further consideration.
In terms of compliance, spill-down allocation would make all users
interested in each other's water consumption. Reporting of consump-
tion, use and location of use would be essential. The spill-down alloca-
tion system has more inherent incentives than North Dakota's present
system, which could be coupled with more numerous, specific offenses
and enforcement mechanisms than currently exist. Compliance might
also be encouraged through the extension of the privilege of self-critical
analysis to ground water appropriators.1 29 This privilege is basically a
"work product" privilege, where potentially damning information is
made exempt from disclosure to regulatory enforcement officials unless
there is an affirmative showing of necessity for the information on the
part of these officials. The extension of this privilege to ground water
auditing would enable the users in a local spill-down system to investi-
gate and remediate problems on a proactive basis, without fear that they
would thereby invite regulatory sanction against themselves.
The key difficulty with a spill-down allocation system is that it does
not, in its pure form, recognize allocations based on priority in time.
Using the analogy of laundry again, it is evident that the old system of
laundry saved time and energy through a cooperative approach that
ensured everyone's laundry needs were adequately addressed, and in the
process kept waste of the resource to a minimum. However, the laundry
system would be akin to a prior appropriator system only if each mem-
ber of the family hauled their own water.
129. See generally Note, The Privilege of Self-Analysis, 96 HARV. L. REV. 1083 (1983) (discus-
sing the self-critical analysis). The growth of the privilege of self-critical analysis in the United States
has been severely curtailed by cases such as Bredice v. Doctors Hospital Inc., 50 F.R.D. 249 (D.D.C.
1970) affid 479 F.2d 920 (D. C. Cir. 1973) (determining that minutes of medical staff meetings should
not be discoverable due to the public interest in allowing medical staff to engage in self-analysis);
ASARCO Inc., v. National Labor Relations Board, 805 F.2d 195 (1986) (holding that a company's duty
to bargain collectively in good faith did not require the company to turn over internal self-critical
investigative reports).
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How can the prior appropriation system currently existing in North
Dakota be reconciled with the spill-down allocation? Clearly, the spill-
down system works best for new water allocations negotiated among
users in an area. At the time of new permit applications and transfer
applications, this system could be implemented, at least in part. In the
case of existing allocations, perhaps only certain aspects consistent with
the spill-down system could be adopted. Alternatively, spill-down
allocation could be phased in as a replacement to the prior appropriation
system through a legislated requirement that, by a certain date, all
appropriators must have participated in use planning based on
"spill-down" prioritization of uses. Users might be motivated to
cooperate in-use-planning if they were made aware that greater volumes
of water would ultimately be available to them as their aquifer would
remain protected and their water would be cycled, rather than degraded
or disposed. Greater accountability for the efficient use of the water, and
the quality of the water and its disposal after use could be assured
through special monitoring and reporting requirements, well spacing
requirements, and well construction standards-all concepts currently in
use in "special ground water management areas" in other states. 130 At
minimum, appropriations under any priority system should be limited to
the "sustainable yield" or "safe yield" of the aquiferl3' (akin to only
using the volume of water you've hauled in on wash day).
D. PRIVATE VERSUS PUBLIC RIGHTS: ECONOMICS AND PRIVATIZED
GROUND WATER RIGHTS
Is it possible to reconcile our existing private property rights with
the sharing of a common aquifer within a water allocation system? Is it
possible to combine regulatory intervention and public participation with
orderly and workable results? The following subsections of this article
attempt to answer these questions.
The economics of ground water allocations and private property
rights, and particularly the problems posed by uncontrolled access to a
common aquifer, have been studied in order to identify necessary
elements for the efficient operation of a regime of privatized ground
water rights. 132 A problem with private rights to water is that once rights
are granted, there are no controls on the amount or rate of water
130. See infra part V.F. (referring to special ground water management areas).
131. "Safe yield" or "sustainable yield" is the amount that can safely be extracted from an
aquifer so that recharge is not impaired to the extent that the water quality or volume is diminished. 3
Beck, supra note 10, § 18.04, at 17-18.
132. Kathleen Miller ET AL., Groundwater Rights in an Uncertain Environment: Theoretical
Perspectives on the San Luis Valley, 33 NAT. RESOURCES J. 727 (1993).
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pumped, and thus the possibility that users will draw too much water
from an aquifer or will deplete it too quickly.1 33 It is the fear of this
premature depletion or less than optimal rate of depletion that stimulates
proposals for water supply controls and elimination of the private
appropriation system in favor of a "public" water rights system.134
However, one study concluded that "there may be no appreciable
difference between competitive (no-control) and optimally controlled...
rates of pumping where the aquifer is large relative to demand."1 35
(The demand may be kept lower either because rights in the aquifer are
restricted, because pumping costs are increasing as the aquifer is deplet-
ed, or because the cost of transporting water for use elsewhere is high.)
Unless demand is increasing relative to the size of the ground water
resource, (such that recharge is less than extraction, or depletion is at a
less than optimal rate), no limitation on withdrawals may be required.
This "optimal control theory" proposes that when consumptive use
exceeds optimal rates of pumping, the problem could be solved by
simply limiting the annual consumptive use of the aquifer, without any
need to assign or limit specific private property rights in the water. 136
This research demonstrates the importance of having reliable
information about factors such as the net natural recharge of the aqui-
fers, the exact "in place" water stock, estimated increases in pumping
and transportation and costs and their effects on profitability (and thus
their effects on demand), and estimates of what current and future
demand for ground water might be. In some locations, a simple prior
appropriation system of allocating rights may continue to work, so long
as there is some monitoring of aquifer volumes and consumptive de-
mand.
The "transaction cost" theory postulates that as the potential value
of ground water increases, in areas where property rights are not clearly
defined and enforced, more efforts to take advantage of the availability
of the resource will be exerted. Likewise, transaction cost theorists opine
that cooperative efforts by self-interested individuals (to delineate their
individual rights and the rules of access to the resource, and to develop
enforcement mechanisms to protect their interests), will increase as
demands on the resource increase. This individual effort is predicted to
become joint or centralized because collective efforts are required both
to measure demand and to enforce rights.
133. Id.
134. Id. at 735.
135. Id. (citing M. Gisser & D. Sanchez, Competition versus Optimal Control in Groundwater
Pumping, 4 WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH 638 (1980)).
136. Id.
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Research involving small scale resource systems in California, based
somewhat on the "transaction cost" model, provides some clues as to
what circumstances could generate a system of "self-governance"
wherein the users maintain joint access to ground water as a "common
property" resource, instead of a system of exclusive private property
rights with little accountability to others.137 It should be noted that joint
access to and protection of a common property resource need not mean
a total lack of private property rights. Joint access implies access to the
"common resource" is controlled and some dimensions of the resource
are shared. However, once extracted from the common property pool,
the "units" of water may be seen as private property of the appropria-
tor. 138 Local governance of a joint access resource is more likely where
the resource supply is large and "indivisible" (i.e. hard to apportion
physically), and where the costs of excluding parties from the use of the
resource is high in relation to the value of the flow of the resource to
others which the system could otherwise generate.1 39 Perhaps the
overriding factor allowing self-governance is a supportive political
environment, in which appropriators can collectively manage "active
water markets" (where water rights may be transferred) and take respon-
sibility for active recharge programs and other activities protecting the
aquifer.140 Other factors affecting self-governance include the nature of
the water resource, the level of demand for the water, and the "homoge-
neity of the community of appropriators, and the strength of their ties to
the locality." 14 1 It is hypothesized that where there are "enduring
patterns of mutual interdependence," there will be an aversion by
participants "to cheating on the rules governing use" of the common
resource, resulting in lower costs of monitoring and enforcement.142
Centralized information gathering, monitoring of uses, and enforcement
of rules of access could be more cost-effective, and could be accom-
plished through efficient "institutional choices" including strict time
limits on use and central marketing of the resource.143
Considering the above, one may conclude that the elimination of
prior appropriation ownership or private rights granted through permit-
ting may not be necessary to best manage ground water. It is possible
that private rights in ground water can be preserved, while some co-
137. Miller, supra note 130, at 740-42 (describing Elinor Ostrom's work on the local governance
of common property resources).
138. Id. at 740 n.54.
139. Id.
140. Id. at 742.
141. Id. at 741.
142. Miller, supra note 130, at 741.
143. Id. at 741-42.
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existing ground water protection system, (whether through collective
self-governance, centralized state regulatory control, or a combination of
the two) gathers information, monitors uses, enforces environmental
compliance, and researches and manages aquifer protection and re-
charge activities. It is submitted that the costs associated with having to
mandate environmental protection, force compliance with use, time and
volume limitations, and resolve disputes between competing users will be
less if elements of self-governance were incorporated into a North
Dakota ground water management system. Appropriators should be
made aware of the effects their uses have on other appropriators, on the
state economy, and on the ground water resources that will be left to
their children, and should participate in programs to protect aquifer
volumes and environmental quality. Likewise, if appropriators are to
share in these responsibilities, they must have some voice in the system
and some certainty about their rights and duties within it.
V. FUTURE TRENDS AND OPPORTUNITIES IN NORTH DAKOTA
GROUND WATER LAW
As in all of the United States, competition for water in North Dakota
is increasing. Competing demands are challenging the heretofore
existing view of ground water as a "free good" available for appropria-
tion. Surface water demands often exceed supplies, yet western Unites
States ground water tables are declining. Their natural recharge rates are
too low to have ground water exploited as a "renewable resource"
without long-term repercussions. The cost of extracting, purifying and
transporting ground water is predictably increasing, due to increases in
energy costs. Additional costs will soon be experienced by ground water
users by virtue of the increased salinity and pollutant content that comes
with aquifer depletion. At the same time as costs are increasing, the
irrigation demands of agriculture are competing with municipal use,
industrial development, wildlife habitat, and recreational use. Legal
doctrines for ground water acquisition developed in the mid-1800s must,
of necessity, undergo revision to keep pace with 20th century realities.
Future trends and opportunities that are indicated by logic, if not by
experience in other natural resource areas, include the following:
A. Blurring of the legal distinctions between surface and
underground water, and between percolating and underground
stream water as well;
B. Merging of legal rules on which use of water is based, and
further qualification of the prior appropriation doctrine;
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C. Opportunities for appropriators to become involved in
self-regulation and collective management of the aquifers from
which they commonly appropriate, and the introduction of new
appropriation priorities;144
D. Regulatory intervention and creativity in working with
self-regulated users;
E. Designation of specific areas as requiring specialized
ground water management;
F. Opportunity for the proactive introduction of "sustainable
development" concepts within the regulatory scheme;
G. Integration of surface and underground water management,
and the introduction of new techniques for aquifer recharging;
H. More certainty in standards, greater seriousness about
violations of these standards, the introduction of quasi-criminal
sanctions and creative enforcement mechanisms, and incentives
to encourage responsible ground water activity.
A. BLURRING OF LEGAL DISTINCTIONS BETWEEN WATER TYPES
Early legal distinctions between underground streams and percolat-
ing waters, and the separate rules developed to deal with them, do not
reflect what we now understand about the physical nature of water.
Modern hydrogeology does not support a clear distinction between
underground streams and percolating waters. Water exists within a
cyclical process, first falling as rainwater and soaking down within the
soil into the channels of underground watercourses or into a water table,
and then percolating upwards towards the surface and into surface
streams. Thus, all percolating water is, at some point, tributary to surface
watercourses, and all watercourses at some point will be percolating
ground water. Our understanding this interconnectedness suggests that
we are outgrowing the need for separate rules based on inaccurate or
artificial classifications of water.
B. MODIFICATION OF THE APPROPRIATION DOCTRINE
As our knowledge of hydrogeology increases, our view of water is
likewise becoming more holistic. So also must our legal rules adapt so
that water rights acquisition is addressed as the use of a common water
supply, irrespective of where such acquisition occurs in the water cycle.
This suggests that we will be further qualifying our "appropriation"
ownership notions, possibly by correlative rights principles being used to
144. See supra part IV.C. (describing "spill-down allocation" as an example of this type of
development).
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qualify riparian and reasonable use doctrines. Correlative rights rules
focus on the balancing of user interests, rather than on acquisition of
ownership. This prediction is supported by the similarity between the
conservation issues created by oil and gas extraction, and those created
by ground water extraction. 145
C. SELF-REGULATION BY USERS
Any system of legal rights employed to allocate water will either
encourage or discourage conservation of the water resource, because
economic and environmental considerations are inextricably intertwined
with the legal rules governing the granting of water rights.
Under the common law prior appropriation system, once water is
allocated for a beneficial use, almost unlimited appropriations by a user
are permitted based simply on his needs, his location (overlying lands),
and priority in time. The permitting process does not change this
significantly, except that non-use for three years may result in the
forfeiture of rights, and allocation in the first instance requires some
balancing of interests. The current North Dakota system of ground
water rights allocation will thus be adequate only if there continues to be
enough water to meet demand and adequate recharge of the aquifers.
The current system wholly ignores such elements as production loca-
tions, extraction rates that ensure conservation, environmental protection
of the resource, accountability, and, in the case of the classical prior
appropriation doctrine, the legitimate needs of other potential users.
The development of increasingly sophisticated regulatory mecha-
nisms has been the historical practice in natural resource management,
not only to protect the resource itself, but to modify the rules governing
water rights allocations. However, government regulation is only useful
if the institutions are adequate and cost-effective, and if they truly do
what they are created to do. Regulation has its own costs. These costs
include a larger bureaucracy with its related wage and overhead expens-
es, increased paperwork with resulting inefficiencies and delays, and a
propensity for lobbied bias in policy-making. The mere existence of
regulation has its own effect on legal rights; the greater the regulation,
the more qualified private property rights become. Because regulatory
interference bears a price, self-regulation, or a system incorporating
elements of accountability, responsibility and participation by its users,
would seem to be advantageous.
145. Correlative rights and fair-share principles have long been used to balance competing
interests in the oil and gas law area in jurisdictions where "first time" principles have resulted in
unfairness and poor conservation policies. I.E. Kuntz, A TREATISE ON THE LAW OF OIL AND GAS, § 4.3.
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D. REGULATORY ACTION AND COOPERATION WITH SELF-REGULATING
USERS
The desirability of a cost-effective means of balancing the complexi-
ties of competing demands, indicate that government regulatory action
will result when and if ground water becomes a more significant water
source in North Dakota. Even in the absence of existing problems in
ground water allocation, however, it would still be wise to take a proactive
stance, and attempt to have in place regulatory, legal and community
systems which will encourage self-regulation by users so that future
problems in aquifer depletion and degradation are kept at bay. At
minimum, there should be some data gathering about current ground
water allocation in North Dakota. In terms of current allocations, it is
clear that the State will have to at least meet common law public trust
doctrine standards. Investigation of this issue in advance of possible
future litigation could save future costs, and would also bring consisten-
cy and certainty to the permitting process.
Human nature also suggests that North Dakota should take a
proactive interest in ground water. In locations where there is an easily
accessible source of water and multiple potential users, those overlying
the source will wish to protect "their" future supplies, even if their
current uses fall short of these. This generates demand problems even
where none exist in reality. For example, if a municipality overlies an
aquifer, and decides to "protect" its ground water source for future
demands, although case law has determined it cannot appropriate the
water to the detriment of prior appropriators, through zoning and like
regulations it may be able to assert rights to the water with no compensa-
tion payable. In this way, a municipality may legally circumvent "regu-
latory taking" laws and indirectly obtain a water allocation in excess of
its current beneficial use. 14 6 The forfeiture provisions of the North
Dakota Water Code that excuse municipalities from having to apply
water to beneficial use because the permit "may reasonably be neces-
sary in future" 147 create further inequities. The consequences of
legitimized municipal hoarding can be equally unpalatable. When
municipalities hoard, domestic and commercial appropriators become
more protective, and attempt to stockpile their water allocations by
seeking permits in excess of their actual current needs. Without ade-
146. Interview with William J. Delmore, Director of Environmental Enforcement, North Dakota
Department of Health, (April 6, 1995, Grand Forks, North Dakota) (suggesting that municipalities may
be able to obtain water allocation in excess of its beneficial use).
147. N.D. CENT. CODE § 61-04-23 (Supp. 1993) (emphasis added). See also supra part III.B.2
(discussing the shortcomings of the North Dakota forfeiture provisions).
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quate data gathering or monitoring systems, North Dakota does not have
any means to guard against these possibilities. This example raises the
further question as to whether the lack of reporting requirements and
greater control of water use in the State is actionable under the public
trust doctrine if these water hoarding practices occur.
In the absence of increased individual responsibility, or until a
means of encouraging self-regulation is found, increased regulatory
intervention is at least preferable to "judicially encouraged" change.
Private litigation, whether for volumetric drainage, environmental dam-
age, or administrative misfeasance under the public trust doctrine, nor-
mally requires proof of cause. Proof is difficult as water is not easily
tracked, and damage to an aquifer is sometimes not felt until long after
the offenses have occurred. In addition, the need for expert evidence
results in expensive litigation, not affordable to water users in the same
manner as litigation might be for other resource-based sectors, such as
the oil and gas industry. The threat of private litigation over ground
water also raises the specter of insurance and its cost. Finally, judicial
decisions are not always the best basis for new ground water law. By
nature, court decisions are local in focus and subjective, being based on
specific facts of a specific geographic location. They may not deal
thoroughly with all aspects of a problem on a statewide basis.
Although the federal government continues to generate legislation
affecting ground water, especially in the environmental area, there is still
a window of opportunity for state ground water management. It is argu-
able that a state is better positioned to develop a water management plan,
because of its knowledge of, and concern for, local conditions and
economics. A state-developed, comprehensive plan for protection of
ground water supplies could also be a more flexible and cost-effective
plan for industries to follow. Easily discovered and understood rules not
only create a positive environment for industry wishing to establish in
North Dakota, but also encourage voluntary compliance by industry,
decreasing enforcement costs. State protection programs also have the
ability to be more efficient than current federal programs. For example,
the CERCLA process can typically consume between 2 to 5 years from
the point in time when the problem is first identified to the point in time
where remediation begins. 148 Any new state regulation will have to be
considered in light of existing or proposed federal requirements, so that
conflicts or duplication of effort can be avoided.
148. See Adrian Brown, Towards More Efficient Groundwater Remediation. in GROUND WATER
CONTAMINATION: THE LEGAL AND TECHNICAL FRAMEWORK IN THE WESTERN UNITED STATES 4-1, 4-16
(ROCKY MTN. MIN. L. FOUND. Mineral Law Series, 1991) (discussing the problems with remediation
under the normal CERCLA process).
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In any event, before any full-scale regulatory overhaul of the North
Dakota ground water rights system, the following preliminary or organi-
zational steps seem prudent:
1. Collection of accurate data as to hydrogeologic properties
of aquifers, estimation of current and future demands for
ground water, evaluation of the locations of the demands and
any transportation costs to those locations. In some cases, this
may mean the establishing reporting requirements of current
appropriators.
2. Quantification of annual ground water volumes extracted,
categorized both by the type of acquisition, and the use for
which the water is employed.
3. Investigation into the nature and extent of ground water
allocation issues in North Dakota, if any. (i.e. Is ground water
being competed for in any part of the state? If so, how large or
widespread is the problem?).
4. Evaluation of any ground water allocation issues identified
in item 3. above, in relation to the information gathered in item
1. above, with some analysis of the economics of extraction,
aquifer depletion, and environmental protection costs.
5. Assessment of how well the current system(s) of rights
allocations resolve the allocation issues analyzed in item 4. and
areas that require better regulation or dispute resolution.
6. Assessment of the methods by which the shortcomings of
the current regulatory and legal systems, identified in item 5.,
can be overcome, and ways in which self-governance can be
made part of the policies.
7. Examining areas in which the current ground water rights
system discourages conservation or fails to serve a useful
purpose.
8. Conscious elimination of rules, whether legislated or judi-
cially created, identified in item 7.
Recent efforts by The Water Resources Planning and Management
Division of the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) have
produced a Model State Prior Appropriation Water Rights Code.149
149. Ray J. Davis, Water, Water Everywhere: Two New Model Water Codes, 9. This Code is one
of two codes drafts for the purpose of assisting States in "modernizing and updating their water
allocation codes." Id. at 10. A comparison of current North Dakota Water Code provisions with the
Model Code of ASCE may be instructive. The Model Code attempts to conform legal provisions to
physical laws, includes optional provisions for water management areas and emergency planning, and
other issues not dealt with in North Dakota's Water Code. Id. at 10-12.
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E. SPECIAL GROUND WATER MANAGEMENT AREAS
Special ground water management areas, also called "declared
basins" or "designated basins," are areas where a state has decided to
exercise greater control over ground water pumping due to the hy-
drogeology, soil type, or water demands unique to the area. As of 1990,
27 states (not including North Dakota) had incorporated provisions for
special areas into their legislation.150 Special ground water management
areas provide flexibility within a regulatory system, by addressing the
specific concerns of an area in a manner which may be slightly different
than that otherwise provided for the state as a whole. For example, in a
special ground water management area, water can be managed different-
ly through conditions in permits that restrict water use, volumes with-
drawn, or withdrawal rates, and also through special monitoring and
reporting requirements, well spacing requirements, and well construction
standards. Allocations can be prioritized differently in these areas. In
areas susceptible to dramatic climatic variation, withdrawals in times of
shortage may even be restricted. Special ground water management
areas would be especially useful in North Dakota for areas with develop-
ments such as large-scale potato farming.151
F. SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
Ground water is not being utilized in North Dakota to the extent of
surface water, so there is currently an opportunity for the introduction of
the "sustainable development" concept through regulation. The
concept of "sustainable development" envisions a proactive approach to
water rights. Decisions about the allocation of ground water rights are
made at the permitting stage of any new development or industry, with
consideration given not only to volume demands, but to environmental
repercussions as well. Sustainable development preempts lobbied bias in
water use planning. Once a development is approved in a community,
state or local authorities may feel some pressure to accommodate the
developer's ground water needs, as both the state and the community
wish to protect their expectations of income, taxes, and jobs to be created
by the development. The sustainable development concept addresses the
issue of resource allocation and environmental protection before the
expectations of the community are entrenched, when the state or local
government is in a better bargaining position with the developer.
150. MacDonnell, supra note 96, at 1-1 (citing Bowman, Groundwater Management Areas in
the United States, 116 J. OF WAT. RES. PLANNING AND MGT. 484 (1990)).
151. See infra part V.F. and accompanying notes (discussing briefly potato farming issues and
sustainable development).
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Sustainable development can also be advantageous to the developer.
At the planning stage, the developer is in a position to suggest the means
by which it can fulfill its environmental responsibilities in the manner
that is best and most cost-effective for it. In fact, in some cases, the
developer will be the only party with the expertise and technology
necessary to suggest appropriate action. By being involved at the outset,
the developer can be certain of its costs and obligations going into a
project. Where the development is financed, this certainty will mean the
developer is less likely to suffer financially. Keeping industry in busi-
ness helps the state in terms of higher employment, tax revenue, and
fewer bad debt write-offs. The developer also reaps additional benefit
by becoming a responsible corporate citizen in the eyes of the commu-
nity.
While at first blush it may seem that sustainable development and
proactive ground water management is a burden on industrial and
commercial water users, in fact, the experiences of the oil and gas
industry have proved otherwise. Short-term costs of sound environ-
mental protection for that industry has amounted to long-term savings
from the avoidance of clean-up expenses and Superfund litigation.
Moreover, in the process of this industry becoming "green," economic
savings have been discovered.
Sustainable development is a concept which would be particularly
useful in evaluating agricultural industries in North Dakota, such as
potato farming, which involve soil quality considerations in addition to
water rights. 152 Potatoes thrive in sandy soil, which is in limited supply
in North Dakota and is only found in certain locations. Pollution-laden
water drains easily into the subsoil in these regions. Thus, over-farming
or ill-considered farming practices cannot only damage underlying
ground water, but can permanently damage the soil itself. If coupled
with improper ground water withdrawals, ground water supplies can be
permanently damaged, further exacerbating the subsoil pollution. Thus,
evaluation of the location, farming practices, and water demands ulti-
mately benefits not only the State, but the agricultural developer, who is
ensured a greater likelihood of continuing potato yields, not to mention
protection from environmental liability.
In addition to considering volumetric demands and the uses of the
water required by the development, the concept of sustainable develop-
ment includes an evaluation of the consequences of the development to
152. Interview with William J. Delmore, Director of Environmental Enforcement, North Dakota
Department of Health, (April 6, 1995, Grand Forks, North Dakota) (suggesting the usefulness of
sustainable development with respect to agricultural industries).
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the water used. The deposition of deleterious substances into water and
the quality of water discharged after use are not considered under the
North Dakota water permitting process now in place. If the aquifers are
to be protected for future users, some contemplation of process dis-
charge seems appropriate. Does this indirectly force Water Commission
personnel to become environmental policemen? To avoid this potential
jurisdictional issue, integrated water management and closer co-ordina-
tion among state and federal environmental agencies is necessary. For
example, some form of clearance or a recommendation from other state
agencies could be required as part of the appropriation/permitting
process of the Water Commission. It is important that the issue of water
treatment and disposal be addressed. In fact, it is arguable that failure to
consider discharges as part of the water permitting system might be a
failure of duty by the State under the public trust doctrine.
G. INTEGRATED WATER MANAGEMENT
"Integrated water management" is simply the management of
surface and ground water as if from a single source. 153 Joint consider-
ation of surface and ground water is not new. Serious proposals for this
concept appear in water law literature dating as early as the 1960s. The
concept is sound since surface and ground water are hydrogeologically
connected and volumetric or quality changes in one create reciprocal
impacts on the other. Integrated water management includes horizontal
integration within the ground water system as well. Ground water
aquifers are not distinct pools, but "communicate" with each other
through fractures and faults, vertical diffusion through the soil, and in
"blend zones" between aquifers. 154 Thus, water withdrawals from, or
additions to, one aquifer can affect the volume or quality of another
aquifer.
Integrated water management is not only logical from a physical
science perspective, but is essential for coordinated economic planning,
proper environmental protection, fair and equitable water rights alloca-
tions, and even for the implementation of new techniques to protect and
recharge aquifers. Recharging techniques, which are encouraged by
proactive trends such as sustainable development and self-regulation, are
only possible where integrated water management occurs, because such
techniques involve both surface and subsoil water cycling. Examples of
153. See 3 Beck, supra note 10, § 19.03. at 28 (referring to integrated water management
programs).
154. See supra note 19 (defining communication).
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two such techniques are conjunctive storage and water harvesting.155
Conjunctive storage includes the recycling of waste water, controlling
evaporation or water seepage, management of vegetation, and control of
water disposal-basically, the reusing of water. 156 Water harvesting is the
collection of runoff from natural or artificially created surfaces, which is
then stored in surface reservoirs or injected into an aquifer.157
H. CREATIVE ENFORCEMENT OF WATER REGULATIONS
As awareness of ground water issues increases, and particularly once
competition for supply occurs, workable rules allocating ground water
will become necessary. It does not appear that the current Water Code
would be sufficiently detailed or encompassing to resolve even a local
ground water dispute in an equitable, economically advantageous, or
ecologically sound manner. The present rules would simply allocate
water to one or more permittees until the supply was spent. Other
applicants would then be denied water, in spite of any ecological or
conservation advantages to sharing the resource. It is also doubtful the
current Water Code can survive without gradually taking into account
environmental protection and equity issues in the permitting process.
The economic benefits of proper conservation practices will encourage
the State to modify the way ground water is allocated in the State, while
the emergence of water pollution will force such changes into State
statutes.
As ground water allocation rules become more defined, degradation
of the water supply, shortages, and disputes from competing demands
may engender a greater seriousness about the enforcement of such rules.
As regulation of ground water use increases, so too will the list of regula-
tory offenses grow. Predictably, these offenses will become less criminal
in nature, and more quasi-criminal. Because of the difficulty regulators
face in proving offenses "beyond a reasonable doubt," as is required by
criminal law, regulatory offenses in other natural resource areas are often
drafted as "crimes" which do not require mens rea, and which have
either lower standards of proof or shifting burdens of proof.158
While punishment for regulatory violations have commonly includ-
ed fines and imprisonment, which were the traditional criminal penalties,
they have not always been the most appropriate solutions in natural
155. See 3 Beck, supra note 10, § 19.08, at 27-30 (discussing conjunctive treatment of waters).
156. Id. at 27.
157. Id.
158. See NJ. Strantz, Beyond Sault Ste. Marie: The Creation and Expansion of Strict Liability
and the Due Diligence Defence (sic), 30 ALBERTA L. REV. 1233, 1237 (1992) (discussing the shifting
of the burden of proof to the offender to prove due diligence in avoidance of the alleged harm in the
Canadian oil and gas industry).
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resource regulation. Enormous fines and imprisonment of individual
perpetrators may discourage a future violation, but may also bankrupt or
financially cripple a resource user which might otherwise be generating
taxes and jobs for the State. Fines and imprisonment also punish once
the offense has already occurred, but these penalties do little to prevent
or remedy water degradation or to solve an ongoing dispute. Other
types of penalties which might better address ground water abuse include
injunctions meant to stop offensive actions, and orders mandating
remedial activity by the offender. Regulators and judges alike need to
be creative in finding means to discourage violations which do not
unduly impede development. Some examples of regulatory creativity in
the environmental area, which could equally be used for Water Code
violations, include the publication of the nature of offensive acts and
their perpetrators, the levy of non-reimbursable personal fines against
responsible individuals where corporate violations have occurred, the
staging of development approvals so that an approval is not granted
unless and until violations of previous approvals are remedied, and the
requirement that a violator create and implement education and training
programs to ensure future compliance. 159
In North Dakota, a wide spectrum of persons of varying financial
capability appropriate ground water. They include private individuals,
small businesses, large commercial operations, and municipal corpora-
tions. As the number of reporting requirements and prohibited activi-
ties included in the Water Code increase, it would likewise seem prudent
to expand the range of options regulators or the courts may use to
proscribe wrongful activities. Again, the absence of many offenses in
the Water Code and the concurrent absence of sanctions offers legislative
draftsmen and the judiciary a great opportunity to proactively direct
ground water activities in the State through the creation of effective rules,
enforcement provisions, and penalties.
In addition to the penalties, certain perceived benefits are also
needed to encourage responsible ground water use in North Dakota.
Negotiation among local or regional stakeholders for allocations creates
a benefit to all users in that more water may ultimately be available
where use is coordinated and shared.160 Thus, education about the
nature of ground water and the benefits of planning and cooperation
among stakeholders is crucial. North Dakotans will only be willing to be
159. Id.
160. A "stakeholder" as used by this author in this context is broadly defined as a group or party
with an interest in appropriating a ground water right. See supra part IV.C. (providing an example of
a "spill-down" process which uses water which might otherwise be discarded for a subsequent use,
making appropriation of fresh ground water for that subsequent use smaller or unnecessary).
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proactive about their ground water resources when they understand,
individually, and en masse, the importance of its conservation.
Finally, efforts to comply with the Water Code must be encouraged,
not discouraged. Information voluntarily provided by a permittee on
ground water use and consumption will sometimes disclose a regulatory
violation. Arguments could perhaps be made for a type of constitutional
protection against self-incrimination, but the extension of some type of
statutory or implied "privilege of self-critical analysis" would better
dispel any reluctance permittees might otherwise have to voluntarily
provide accurate information. A self-evaluative privilege is basically a
work product privilege that extends to information it generated by a
party about its own business.161 The legal scope of this privilege has
been strictly constrained by the courts, and it is defeated by a show of
necessity on the part of the party seeking the information.162
Perhaps the invention of public "water report cards" could be used
as both a deterrent and an incentive to proper ground water appropria-
tion and use. Such a report card could contain the record of a water
user, and could provide useful information not only for regulatory
enforcement purposes, but for planning boards, investors and even
consumers. In the same fashion as brokers rate "green" corporations,
ground water permittees could be rated. Consumer boycotting has
clearly proved itself a powerful behavior modification tool in corporate
America, and could also be promoted as a means of generating volun-
tary compliance. Indeed, even from the perspective of personal respon-
sibility, it seems prudent that consumers ask more often: Do I want to
buy products or produce from a water user who is not respecting one of
my life support systems?
VI. ETHICAL GROUND WATER ALLOCATION
One may look at the current North Dakota Water Code and con-
clude that it is sadly lacking in its consideration of state ground water
resources. However, rather than viewing the dearth of statutory provi-
sions or case law specifically dealing with ground water as indicating a
lack of concern for the protection of this resource, we should view this as
an opportunity for orderly, balanced and well-considered plan for
161. See Strantz, supra note 154, at 1253 (discussing the privilege of self-critical analysis) (citing
Bredice v. Doctors Hospital Inc., 50 F.R.D. 249 (D.C.C. 1970) aft'd 479 F.2d 920 (D.C. Cir. 1973)).
162. Id. (citing EJ. Brown & D.R. Heckadon, Environmental Audits: Legal Issues, 6-7
(discussion of CPA Envtl. Law Subcommittee Nov. 12, 1991)). A self-evaluative privilege has been
found to exist in regard to objective data generated within a legally required, internal review where
such review served the public interest but where public disclosure might have jeopardized the
candidness of the information sought. Id.
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integrated ground water management. Where less case law and regula-
tion exists, less reworking of the outdated or unworkable will be neces-
sary. In addition, North Dakota has the opportunity to learn from the
experiences of other states which have already tackled the arduous task
of drafting and enforcing ground water regulations, or which have
suffered through protracted water dispute negotiations.
To take full advantage of its opportunities, however, North Dakotans
must be prepared to look beyond today, and invest some time, money
and energy in their future before a perceived need exists. Once scarcity
exists and allocation disputes arise, it is much more difficult, both
politically and personally, for stakeholders to agree. The potential for
pollution also creates a need to be proactive. Just because we cannot see
ground water does not mean there is an endless supply of it, or that we
might not be polluting it. Also, the costs of remediating environmental
damage resulting from ground water pollution, if such damage can be
remediated at all, are greater than the costs of prevention. A degraded
ground water supply potentially affects all other aspects of the environ-
ment. Being economically dependent on agriculture, North Dakota
should be particularly mindful of its water resources, which, if degraded
or lost, have the potential of long-term, widespread and severe negative
consequences to the state's economic base.
How do we seize these opportunities? Before any attempt can be
made to do anything about allocation and water quality issues, immedi-
ate efforts should be expended in simply assessing state water demands
by all stakeholders. 163 Modification of current legislation, unless pre-
ventative or required for immediate environmental protection, should be
avoided until the exact nature of any state and local issues is known.
Legislators cannot possibly know the issues without knowing the basic
facts about the physical characteristics of the resource itself (both
volumetric and qualitative), and the volumetric demands both present
and projected. Any Water code additions at this point, might simply
address the current lack of obligatory monitoring, either through volun-
tary reporting or inspection, of pumping rates, actual extractions, and
specific uses to which ground water is being employed. Voluntary
accountability by appropriators for the water they consume could
perhaps be improved by educating permittees as to the purpose and need
for accurate information.164
163. See supra note 156 (defining stakeholder).
164. Some information is currently available through publication of the North Dakota Water
Education Foundation, which circulates one of its publications, the North Dakota Water Magazine, to
North Dakota Homeowners. However, the issues reported relate primarily to surface water.
Information is also available to North Dakotans through the American Water Resources Association, a
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After gathering information, the best next step is simply to identify
interested parties and to share the information gathered. Users them-
selves, once they are informed, will have the best awareness of what water
allocation issues might lie on the horizon. At this point, regulation or
statutory intervention to solve problems may still not be appropriate. It
may be possible, given the right framework or environment, for water
appropriators to negotiate their own creative solutions.165 However, at
this stage, a critical examination of the current Water Code's prior
appropriation foundations might be warranted, because it will have to be
decided whether the framework it establishes can be modified to accom-
modate more cooperative sharing of ground water resources. 166
Whether there is a means of moving away from the prior appropria-
tion doctrine without jeopardizing existing allocated water rights is a
difficult question. Legislative provisions could be tightened so that
unused, or non-beneficially used, ground water allocations are forfeited
back into the pool of unallocated water resources where they are again
available to be shared by local users under a common "spill down"
scheme. Using the sustainable development concept, advanced water
planning could be required at the development permit stage of any new
industry or commercial development, including those that are agricultur-
al. The various water rights doctrines that have been traditionally used
for specific types of water (percolating water versus riparian water, for
example) could easily be made less distinct and more unified through
the application by the courts and legislatures of broad "reasonableness"
tests and "beneficial use" requirements. Our growing knowledge of
hydrogeology certainly would suggest a de-emphasis of classifications
of water based on location and appearance, and would favor policies
coordinating surface and subsurface extractions. A slow elimination of
the prior appropriation system seems justified and could certainly be
facilitated by the regulated integration of ground water and surface
water.
Although North Dakota has a golden opportunity to create a
system of ground water allocation that is equitable, ethical and economic,
to do so it must first appreciate the value of the resource. The time and
national nonprofit water education organization that publishes a Water Resource Bulletin, newsletter,
membership directory, and proceedings of various national and international water symposiums it
sponsors. In partnership with various federal government agencies and the National Science
Teachers Association, it has initiated a water resources education program which distributes
educational posters, produces curriculum materials on water resources, and operates a national
speakers bureau.
165. See supra part V. (relating to self-regulation, sustainable development, and integrated water
management).
166. What this article predicts is that the prior appropriation doctrine, which forms the basis of
current North Dakota ground water allocations, is outdated.
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energy needed to develop an integrated water regime is substantial. To
ensure all interests are properly taken into account, this time and energy
should not just be that of Water Commission administrators, state legisla-
tors and government agencies. The ideas and input of Indian tribal
councils, farmers, municipalities, industry, and individuals will also be
important because, ultimately, every North Dakotan will personally
experience the effects of what is done, or not done, to manage North
Dakota's ground water supply.
To plan properly for North Dakota's future, a wise first investment
might be in the education of every stakeholder. The more that North
Dakota stakeholders understand about hydrogeology, the water cycle,
the relationship of water to other facets of the environment, and the
implications of competing demands, the less it will be possible for any
stakeholder to treat ground water as a renewable or exclusive resource.
With education may also come a sense of public responsibility. There is
much that can be done within the existing administrative framework to
support this education process.
There are many ways of physically preserving and protecting
ground water supplies: One can lower water use, recycle water, 167 clean
and reuse it, or inject new or cleaned surface water into an aquifer. What
is most essential, however, is a system of water appropriation which
encourages careful use and fosters a sense of responsibility towards
others who may wish to concurrently or subsequently have the resource.
The prior appropriation doctrine, on which North Dakota ground water
permits are based, by its very nature is antithetical to these goals. But, to
use an old water analogy, why see the glass as half empty when it is also
half full? What exists in North Dakota is not just a potential problem. It
is a rare opportunity for North Dakotans to envision and build an
equitable, ethical and economic ground water allocation system.
167. 1 Beck, supra note 10, § 2.02, at 25-26 & n.36 (defining recycling as "the use of the same
water for the same purpose over and over again by the individual user").
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